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This study isolates the impact of certain factors

upon the decision making of the United States Supreme

Court. Selected group theory methodology is applied to

the Court's decisions from 1969 through 1973. The group

structure of the Court, the impact of personnel change,

and the effect of judicial attitudes on public policy

are explored and statistically measured with a chi-

square. Schubert's bloc analysis and a Guttman scale

are used to order the data.

Conclusions include that two stable blocs existed

on the Court during these years. Personnel change is

demonstrated as causative of alterations in judicial

behavior. Seven of eight groups of cases are shown to

stimulate values of the Justices. Suggestions are made

for further research,
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

"We are very quiet there," Justice Oliver Wendell

Holmes once said of the Supreme Court, "but it is the quiet

of a storm centre, as we all know."1 Increasingly in this

century the storm clouds have converged upon the United

States Supreme Court as it has become the terminal point for

the resolution of conflict in our society. For more than

twenty years the United States Supreme Court has been the

focal point for the movement for racial integration of the

nation's schools. More recently the controversies over the

right to an abortion, the elimination of the death penalty,

definition and regulation of pornography, and the lowering

of the voting age have confronted the Supreme Court,

The gravity of the cases that face the Court is to a

significant extent dictated by the nature of the litigation.

The Court's own Rule 19 states that a writ of certiorari

will be granted "only when there are special and important

reasons therefor."2 It is through this writ that more than

ninety percent of the cases are brought to the Court,3 To

continue its existence the Court must strictly adhere to

this principle or it will drown in a sea of petty issues.

This was recognized by the former Chief Justice Vinson in an

1
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address before the American Bar Associations "To remain

effective, the Supreme Court must continue to decide only

those cases which present questions whose resolution will

have immediate importance beyond the particular facts and

parties involved."4

The United States Supreme Court has often been stereo-

typed as a group of black-robed, bearded men who mechanically

discover the truth and the law, who operate outside of the

political bedlam. Before becoming a Justice himself, Felix

Frankfurter wrote

Multitudes of Americans seriously believe that the nine
justices embody pure reason, that they are set apart
from the concerns of the community, regardless of time,
place, and circumstance, to become the interpreter of
sacred words with meaningefixed forever by a process
of ineluctable reasoning.5

As the Court's workload became increasingly clogged with

emotion-laden issues of public policy, then the sacred veneer

began to peel away from the Court. Each decision, no matter

how delicate a compromise, would create empassioned, and even

bitter enemies of the Court. As the Justices moved away from

the position as guardians of sacred scrolls, the method by

which the Court did generate its decisions became a topic for

inquiry.

One of the earliest views of the Court as a political

institution came from Robert Cushman who saw the Court as the

crossroads of a number of political and social pressures.

The Supreme Court does not do its work in a vacuum. Its
decisions on important constitutional questions can be



understood in their full significance only when viewed
against the background of history, politics, economics,
and pgrsonality surrounding them and out of which they
grow.

Some dozen years later the Supreme Court became the

focus of one of the most embittered political debates in

American history. After having the heart of his New Deal

legislation declared invalid, President Roosevelt sent a

Court reorganization message to Congress which included a

proposal to allow the President to appoint additional members

to any federal court. Roosevelt's attempt at "court-

packing" was a failure, but it did demonstrate to many that

it was not the Constitution that governed the land but rather

its interpretation was in the hands of nine, value-laden

individuals. Following this episode, Max Lerner founds

The public began to see that judicial decisions are not
babies brought up by constitutional storks, but are born
out of the travail of economic circumstance. Thpy
learned that judges are human, and that judicial power
need be no more sacred in our scheme than any other
power. They dared look upon the judicial Medusa-head,
and lot they were not turned to stone,7

The first major attempt to study the Supreme Court's

process of judicial decision making came with the publication

in 1948 of C. Herman Pritchett's work The Roosevelt Courts A

in Judicial Bogcies and Values. Pritchett initiated

substantial and meaningful changes in the nature and focus of

research into the judicial process. Pritchett wrote that the

purpose of his book was "to study the politics and values of

the Roosevelt Court through the nonunanimous opinions handed

down by its justices."9 To Pritchett the nonunanimous

3



decision was a window to the inner workings of the Court as

it demonstrated the divisions and disagreements among the

members of the group. An examination of the Court's verdicts

in the areas of economic regulation, civil liberties, crim-

inal prosecutions, federal administrative controls and labor

relations revealed to Pritchett that the Court's voting

behavior could best be explained by the alignments that

occurred when the Justices were faced with these recurrent

issues of public policy.

Two methodological tools were utilized by Pritchett in

his study. The first method was the use of bloc analysis to

chart the number of times an individual Justice would dissent

in company with one of his colleagues. Pritchett wrote that

using this visual display of voting patterns certain con-

clusions could be drawn "as to the existence of blocs of

judicial opinion and changes in affiliation over a period of

time by the individual justices."10

The second device employed by Pritchett involved an

analysis of judicial attitudes on public policy. The voting

pattern of each Justice was related to the majority decision

on the particular social issues listed above. If the indi-

vidual Justices continually advocated a policy that was in

contrast with the rest of the Court then that indicated a

clear positive or negative attitude on the issue. Pritchett

noted "If this difference is sufficient to cause the two

justices to vote differently in a judicial decision, then a
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divergence in judicial attitudes has been demonstrated which

is a significant clue as to their attachments to the parti-

cular value involved."Il

Pritchett's work provided the genesis for increased

study of the Supreme Court's decision making process. The

great majority of these studies can be easily divided into

four categories. group interaction, political socialization

of judges, social psychology of judicial attitudes, and

courts as small groups,

The group interaction approach views the courts as one

element in the much larger and broader patterns of political

conflict that are conceived as the socio-political process.

Glendon Schubert describes this approach. "Seen from this

point of view, a 'judicial case' begins in underlying

conflict among social groups . . . hence it is essential to

examine the well-springs of precedent political interaction

out of which a lawsuit arises, as one stage, and merely one

stage, of a continuing process."12 Schubert amplifies this

techniques

This approach defines the judiciary as party to the
group struggle; and of course this implies that consid-
erable attention should be given to the attempts of
suitors to manipulate the judiciary by the use of such
means as selective entree to preferred courts and
judges, "lobbying" through the coalitional support of
amici curiae, and planting propaganda in the form of
articles in law journals. 3

Probably the most comprehensive and coherent declaration

for this method was in Jack Peltason's Federal Courts in the

Political Process.1 Peltason compared the backward approach
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then taken to the judicial process to efforts undertaken to

understand the legislative process.

Consider the results if the legislative process
were described in the same manner as judicial activity
is now detailed, Biographies of leading congressmen
would be the main staple of research, Discussion of
statute making would concentrate on activity within the
legislative chamber, Legislators would be seen as an
isolated group. A congressmen's vote, say, for the
Taft-Hartley Act would be explained as reflecting his
conviction that such a law was a reasonable regulation
of commerce designed to promote the national interest,' 5

Certainly one of the most obvious points where the

political and judicial systems intersect is the appointment

of Supreme Court Justices. The recent intense Senate debates

on the appointments of Clement Haynsworth, G. Harrold

Carswell and William Rehnquist adequately illustrate the

political involvement in the judicial function. Certainly

one of the most complete studies of this political pene-

tration into the judicial system is David Danelski's view of

President Harding's nomination of Pierce Butler to the Court

in 1921.16 The American Bar Association's influence on the

process of selection of federal judges has been thoroughly

surveyed by Joel B. Grossman.17

Beyond the appointment procedure, the Supreme Court

additionally must interact with a multitude of governmental

and private groups that attempt to influence the decision

making process. Clement Vose conducted one of the first

studies of this kind of involvement, concentrating on the

National Consumer's League.8 A later work by Vose elab-

orately inspected the strategy of the N.A.A.C.P. in bringing
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the question of racially restrictive covenants before the

Court.'9 Nathan Hakman made an exhaustive investigation of

the effects of special interest groups but concluded that

"organized interest groups would appear to play a relatively

minor role in Supreme Court decision-making.20

There are other elements in the system that constantly

are in connection to the Supreme Court. One of the main

participants in the judicial process is the lawyers who may

represent private interests or a governmental body. It must

be realized that the Justices and lawyers are often members

of the same reference groups and that this commonality could

affect the value orientation in the decision making process.

Both Herbert Jacob21 and Jonathan D. Casper22 have probed

the role that attorneys play in influencing judicial rulings

through law reviews. The law journals are generally edited

by the best students within each law school and often contain

articles by renowned legal scholars, As Chester Newland

notes, one article may have a "decisive influence" on the

interpretation of law by an individual Justice.23

To this collection of works on the group interaction of

the United States Supreme Court has recently been added two

publications that utilize the systems analysis developed by

David Easton.24 Both Sheldon Goldman25 and his colleague

Thomas P. Jahnige26 have conceptualized the judicial envi-

ronment as a system similar in construct to the communication

process. The system involves particular inputs, which may
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involve societal demands, a conversion process, outputs, and

feedback, likely to be read in law reviews. Their volumes

take a comprehensive view of the entire process of inter-

action.

The second type of study focused on the process of

judicial decision making involves weighing the impact of a

Justice's political and social background, Underlying this

methodology is the belief that a Justice's opinions are a

function of certain demographic variables. His family's

socio-economic status, his religion, his education, his

employment experience, and his political affiliation are

considered possible determinants of judicial attitudes.

The first major work in this field was John R. Schmid-

hauser's The Justjces oflthh. preme Courts A Collective

Portrait.27 He examined the life history of more than

ninety Justices from 1789 to 1957 and found correlations

between these demographic variables and value orientations,

In a later book Schmidhauser evaluated the significance of

social and political background factors. "The social

attitudes of families in the gentry class or professionalized

upper-middle class, and particularly the tradition of the

family with judicial associations, may be accounted subtle

factors influencing the tone and temper of judicial decision

making.,28

Following this lead, other investigators have probed

the link between a Justice's background and his social and
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political attitudes. Stuart Nagel29 explored a number of

these characteristics in a series of journal articles and

found many statistically significant relationships. Other

studies by Sidney Ulmer3 0 and Joel B. Grossman3l further

emphasized the importance of family and occupational expe-

riences upon a Justice's value system. Grossman's article

summarizes the conclusions of most studies to that time

warning: "That judges are, or were, Republicans or Catholics

or corporate lawyers or law professors may tell everything

about some judges. More likely it will tell only part of

the story..32

The greatest amount of research appears to have been

conducted in the third area of judicial analysis, the social

psychology of judicial attitudes, The godfather of this

approach is certainly Glendon Schubert with his seminal

work, quantitative Analysis of Judicial Behavior.33 Schubert

initiated the use of Guttman scaling for the analysis of

Supreme Court voting behavior. The underlying assumption

was that if the cases stimulated the same attitudinal anchor,

then the cases could be arranged on a continuum so as to

indicate the varying degrees of intensity of the attitude,

Unanimously decided cases were eliminated from the universe

to be considered because Schubert believed that they would

not distinguish the attitudinal differences involved,

The civil liberties cases that faced the Court were

placed on a similar Guttman scale by Ulmer. On the basis
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of more than one hundred cases containing claimed violations

of civil liberties Ulmer concluded.

The attitude structure of the group in civil liberty
cases through the six-year period has been highly
stable, and we would have no hesitance in predicting
that the rank order for the 1961 term .*. will be
relatively close to that derived for the 1960 term.34

Harold Spaeth was at the same time engaged in attitude

studies on the Court on economics and business regulation.

Spaeth's correlations were highly significant.

Our analysis has shown that a single politically
defined value dominated the voting behavior of the
Warren Court Justices in the 155 cases regulatory of
business that were formally decided during the 1953-
1959 terms. That is, the Justice's attitudes toward
business were shown to be part of a larger value,
defined as economic liberalism, in which the liberally-
oriented Justice is anti-business, pro-competition,
and pro-union.35

Concerning this approach Goldman claims "It is also

apparent that the continued successful cumulative scaling

of Supreme Court decisions, in particular the C and E

scales, underscores the plausibility of the attitudinal

interpretation of judicial conversion." 6

The final approach to judicial decision making, and

the one employed in this thesis, is an analysis of the

United States Supreme Court as a small group, The judge

that is newly appointed to the Supreme Court, or any

collegial court, quickly realizes that the process of

rendering a decision becomes a group endeavor and is not

simply a private act made in seclusion.37
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Small group analysis of judicial settings have taken

the interpersonal relationships, visible through the voting

support or absence of support that one Justice provides to

another, and the aspects of the leadership exhibited by the

Chief Justice as the focal points for investigation.

The precedent-setting work in this field was C. Herman

Pritchett's The Roosevelt Court. He demonstrated the

continuous patterns of agreement and dissent among the

Justices over a twenty year period. As a method of ordering

his information, Pritchett constructed matrices of the

percentages of agreement between each pair of Justices.

He referred to these matrices as tables, but they are in

fact extensions of the cluster bloc analysis developed by

Herman Beyle. 9

The next major involvement of small group methods in

the analysis of judicial decision making was the work of a

sociologist, Eloise Snyder. The stated purpose of her study

was "to determine whether or not the Supreme Court, a small

group charged with the important duty of national decision-

making, becomes divided into sub-groups or cliques of

justices..40  Snyder found that the Court partitioned itself

into three distinctive groups: a liberal bloc, a conser-

vative bloc, and a pivotal clique. The size of each of the

groups would vary from term to term but neither the liberals

nor the conservatives ever constituted a majority by their

own number, Snyder noted that the membership of these blocs
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tended to be very stable over time and that when alterations

did occur it was most likely to be "from the liberal or

conservative clique to the pivotal clique, or vice versa,

and not from the liberal clique directly to the conservative,

or vice versa."4

Glendon Schubert applied Pritchett's bloc methods to

determine the interpersonal structure of the Supreme Court

during the years of the Vinson Court and during the first

five terms of the Warren Court. Schubert constructed four

different matrices to record decisions. the dissenting

blocs, the dissenting blocs in marginal cases, participation

in the majority in split decisions, and interagreement in

split decisions.42

Sidney Ulmer has made two examinations of the Supreme

Court employing small group analysis, Using the liberal and

conservative labels, Ulmer isolated two well-defined groups

that appeared when decisions concerned civil liberty.3 A

later article by Ulmer posited that the formations on the

Court were not in search of power but rather that they were

motivated by common values, 4

The study of judicial leadership has been centered

around the writing of David Danelski, The concept of dual

group leadership, both task and social, that had been devel-

oped by Robert Bales, was applied to the Court.4 5 Danelski

concluded his study:

The office provides him with an opportunity for
influence, but it does not guarantee it. To exercise
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influence, he must perform activity that results in
his associates choosing to do what he wants them to
do; and in this regard, his success depends largely
upon his likeability and esteem in the Qpurt and upon
how he perceives and fulfills his role.'

Probably the major advocate of the small group approach

is Walter Murphy. Beginning his 1966 article, Murphy writes.

"Reliable theories and perhaps even raw data about human

behavior in small groups may thus be relevant to the study

of the judicial process,"47 The history of small group

analysis of judicial decision making is then recounted

briefly by Murphy before he recommends increased research

in this area

Although it may not be of any immediate use in winning
a particular lawsuit, small group analysis has already
done much to increase understanding, by social scien-
tists as well as lawyers, of the judicial process; and
the various approaches have not yet been fully
exploited. 8

This final method was the instrument used in this

thesis to analyze the Supreme Court from 1969 through 1972,

No thorough examination has been undertaken to discover the

bloc formations on the Court during this period. Also, the

influence of Chief Justice Warren Burger and the effects

of rapid personnel change on this Court have yet to be

determined. By employment of the small group methods used

by Pritchett and Schubert on the voting records of the

Court, it may be possible to ascertain answers to the

questions that might be raised concerning the absence of

this information.



To differ slightly with Murphy, it would appear that a

small group analysis of the Supreme Court might well assist

counsel in arguing before the Court, As was noted earlier,

the judicial process is a system much like the communication

process, Jahnige has isolated four elements that charac-

terize the systems inputs, conversion, output and finally

feedback.4 9 The inputs in this system are the litigation

which face the Justices, the communication that is directed

toward them. The second stage, conversion, occurs "as the

inputs are processed, reshaped, and evaluated by the Court."50

To understand the conversion, the decision making

process, may be as critical to the attorney as it is to the

communicator. John Wilson and Carroll Arnold have stressed

the importance of this type of analysis:

Since practical effect is the chief measure of success
in speaking, your degree of achievement will depend
heavily on your understanding of how men and women
listen and respond, Therefore, if the speaker is to
reach the minds of the listeners, he must forget
himself enough to fit his thought to their prefer-
ences, understandings, and interests.5 1

If the attorney appearing before the Court understands

which Justices are likely to oppose the message, and which

issues should be stressed and which issues should be de-

emphasized, and what role the Chief Justice plays within

the decision making process, then his chances for success

should be improved. It is this information that this thesis

hopes to provide. To weld understanding to rhetorical skill

is to combine wisdom to strength.
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The design of the thesis will follow along these lines.

The second chapter will employ the use of bloc analysis to

determine the coalitions or blocs that form on the Supreme

Court. The levels of agreement and disagreement in split

and marginal decisions will be measured to justify the

conclusions that are found. The third chapter will demon-

strate the effects of personnel change on the bloc structure

of the Court. How the new members assimilate within the

Court will be the topic for concern. The fourth chapter

will evaluate the vital issues brought before the Court and

will measure their effect upon the bloc formations. The

final chapter will delineate the conclusions that have been

reached as a result of the research.
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CHAPTER II

THE NIXON COURT. A FOUR-TERM BLOC ANALYSIS

Muzafer and Carolyn Sherif write that observation is the

primary tool for the collection of social data. But for the

small group, observation poses a number of problems. The

small group does not exist for the satisfaction of the inves-

tigator, and it may object to the presence of such a person.

F.B. Miller recounted attempts of observers to record the

interaction of small groups.2 Many observers found their

presence unwanted and their actions labeled as invasions of

privacy. Another problem is the possibility that the group's

nature will be distorted by the observer's presence. The

Sherifs note.

The primary condition of observation, from which all
others in this research stem, is that at no time should
the individuals being observed be aware that they are
subjects of study or that the observer is an inves-
tigator. As we have seen, the knowledge that one is
being observed, even while performing a simple task,
does influence behavior.3

These problems mandate that the observer utilize discrete

methods of recording small group interaction,

One such method is the sociogram, developed by soci-

ologist J.L. Moreno,4 Gardner Lindsey and Edgar Borgatta

of Harvard define this sociometric tool:

The sociogram is a diagrammatic device for summa-
rizing the choices and rejections among members of a

20
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group, It employs geometric figures to represent
members of the group and various kinds of lines ,joining
the figures to represent choices and rejections

The sociogram can locate a group's power figures as well as

its isolates. It works well for the very small group with a

manageable number of interactions, but a growth in size or

interactions diminishes the utility of the instrument. James

Davis confirms. "However, as group size increases, the con-

fusion created by many points and lines, as well as fair

spatial arrangement, becomes intolerable."6

An alternative to the sociogram, a method which can more

adequately summarize large amounts of data, is the socio-

metric matrix, Lindzey and Borgatta describe the matrix:

"It serves as the basis for summarizing data into simple

scores, and then by various operations into particular indi-

ces, and also provides the matrix of raw data for the various

matrix analyses," 7 Both of these tools are thus options for

any small group investigator.

The Supreme Court, as a small group, poses some parti-

cularly challenging problems for the researcher. Direct

observation of the Court's decision making process or dis-

cussions is impossible. A veritable wall of secrecy is

surrounding all of the process except for the final output,

the decisions and opinions. Such isolation is not simply a

recent characteristic; Glendon Schubert observes that it is

part of the very tradition of the body.

The Court's observed customs prescribe that no written
record be kept of decision-making discussions among the
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Justices in a group, nor are any persons other than
the Justices themselves even admitted to the conference
room when they are in session.0

The interpersonal communication cannot be recorded, only the

formal agreement or disagreement is available for the inves-

tigator.

An additional problem is the size of the Court's work-

load. Each term the Court makes a decision on about 180

cases, issuing formal opinions in about 120 of these, To

record this information would stretch the usefulness of a

sociogram beyond its capacity; a sociometric matrix, or a

sociomatrix, must be employed to organize the gathered data.

Previous Research Utilizing Bloc Analysis

Interpersonal agreement in legislative and judicial

settings has been a major concern of the political scientist

and he has used the matrix to illustrate these relationships

for more than forty years. Stuart Rice and Herman Beyle

employed bloc analysis to construct blocs of legislators on

the basis of their voting records.
9

The first major application of this method to judicial

systems was reported in Pritchett's Roosevelt Court.

Dissent is usually not a game played in solitaire; the
great majority of all Supreme Court dissents are con-
curred in by two, three or four justices. The agreement
and disagreement thus recorded can be examined to
determine whether any regular pattern of alignments is

evident in these votes, One useful method of presenting
the data on judicial alignments is in the form of a
table showing the relationship between the dissenting
votes of every pair of justices.10

Pritchett's bloc analysis focused on the number of times that
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a pair of Justices would vote together in performing their

common task of resolving litigation. The number of joint

participations was recorded in one cell of a 9 x 9 matrix and

this information was used to isolate the recurrent patterns

or blocs. Pritchett's interpretations were based on agree-

ments in dissent and joint participation in nonunanimous

decisions.

Since Pritchett's work, the methodology of bloc analysis

has been constantly refined. Glendon Schubert expanded the

categories for analysis. He examined not only the dissenting

blocs and the interagreement in split decisions, but also the

dissenting blocs in marginal decisions and Justice partici-

pation in the majority in split decisions. Schubert further

explained the bloc analysis procedures

Each is symmetrical and shows for all possible pairs of
justices the number or percent of cases in which they
agreed with each other. There are thirty-six possible
pairs in the usual nine-justice Court. The objective is
to so arrange the data that each justice is placed next
to those other justices with whom he is in greatest
agreement, and furtherest from those with whom he agrees
the least. 1

Pritchett's identification of blocs tended to be intu-

itive, no criterion was used to designate the existence of a

bloc. Conversely, Schubert developed three indices "for the

sake of objectivity and consistency in defining blocs.,,12 He

ordered the Justices in relation to their agreements with

colleagues and then employed an Index of Cohesion to reflect

the frequency of dissenting votes among a pair or bloc. He

summed all the frequencies of dissent among the suspected
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the total number of dissents by each Justice was totaled and

divided by the number of Justices. Finally, the second

number was divided into the first to obtain a ratio, the

Index of Cohesion. This ratio would vary between .00, no

agreement, and 1.00, complete agreement.

Schubert defines his Index of Adhesion "as the ratio of

(1) the mean number of votes cast by pairs of justices in the

bloc to (2) the total number of split decisions.' 3 This

measure gave some indication of the level of cohesion within

the blocs in both majority and minority roles. The final

index was similar in construction, The Index of Interagree-

ment was a ratio of the number of joint participations in

split decisions into the sum of their joint assents and

dissents.

Schubert provided a numerical criterion for bloc identi-

fication for each of the three indices. For example, he

established an Index of Cohesion of .50 or greater to be

high, and therefore designating a bloc formation. A ratio

below .40 was considered too low to be considered a bloc.

Similarly, standards were established for the Index of

Adhesion and Index of Interagreement.

Another variation by John Sprague attempted to correlate

agreement scores with identification as a bloc. Sprague

posited that the overall level of agreement for the Court

should be taken into account, that to be distinguished as a

24
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bloc the particular Justices must have an average inter-

agreement appreciably above the Court average. Sprague

wrote:

As a necessary condition for associating justices occu-
pying contiguous positions, it is required that the
agreement rate for the pair be larger in magnitude than
the sum of the overall cohesion of the Court and one-
half the difference between the overall cohesion of
the Court and 1.0.14

Additional methods to measure the intensity of a pair's

relationship were utilized by Schubert. He experimented with

the use of phi correlation coefficients:

The phi coefficient is an approximation of the Personian
r correlation coefficient; and it is appropriate to use
the phi coefficient when, as is true of these data, the
two distributions to be correlated reflect a genuine
dichotomy. It certainly seems warranted to consider the
voting choice between agreements with the majority, or
dissenting, as a kind of true dichotomy.15

In order to understand the application of the phi coef-

ficient, it is necessary to construct the four-fold table

which it will evaluate. The information concerning a pair of

Justices' voting records is placed in a table that becomes

one cell of a 9 x 9 matrix, The four quadrants of the cell

are designated as "a", representing the number of cases in

which both Justices are in the majority; "b" is the number in

which the Justice in the column was in the majority with the

Justice in the row in the minority; "c" is the number of

cases in which the column Justice dissented while the row

Justice was in the majority; "d" represents both Justices

in dissent. An example using William Douglas as the column
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Justice and Warren Burger as the row Justice illustrates the

concept,

Douglas
+a

+ 28 19

Burger _ I
22 36

Computation of the phi coefficient then involves a

division of the square root of the product of the marginals

into the difference of the cross product of the diagonals.

(ad) - (be)
phi

/d(a+b)(cbd)( )+d)

Schubert also experimented with the application of tetra-

choric and phi/phi-max coefficients as alternatives to the

phi correlation.'6 While each of the coefficients has its

limitations, all three tend to measure the level of agree-

ment or disagreement between Justices,

Though a number of researchers have employed bloc

analysis to order the data they have gathered, the methods

used to interpret the information vary little from what has

been described above, The main responsibility of the inves-

tigator has been to gather the data, order the information

according also to the intensity of the correlations, and

then determine the significance of the information,
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The methods used in this thesis combine the procedures

pioneered by Pritchett, Schubert, Sprague, and others. Four-

fold tables will be constructed to illustrate the manner in

which each pair of Justices cast their votes on the cases

brought before them.

Procedure Utilized in Gathering the Data

The first step is to define the universe of cases to be

considered. Only those cases in which the formal opinion of

the Court is authored by one of its members is considered in

the data accumulated, thus per curiam decisions have been

eliminated from the universe.

Matrices were constructed to show the interagreement of

the Justices in differing circumstances. An Interagreement

Index for split decisions was calculated, simply dividing

(a + d) by the sum of (a + b + c + d). The values for this

index can range from .00 to 1.00 or from no agreement to

complete agreement for the respective figures.

Similarly, a matrix was constructed to demonstrate the

agreement of Justices solely in dissent. Since there are

pressures for conformity or unanimity, joint dissent may

provide for a better picture of the Court bloc formations.

An Index of Joint Dissent was established by dividing (d) by

one-half of the sum of (b + d) and (c + d).

Additional matrices examine the actions of the Court in

marginal decisions. Marginal decisions are defined as
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decisions in which the change of one vote could alter the

outcome. In these, the number of total agreements, agree-

ments in the majority, and agreements in dissent are ordered.

To determine the intensity of the correlations, both the

phi and phi/phi-max correlation coefficients have been uti-

lized on the preliminary totals. In an effort to determine

whether these relationships are statistically significant,

chi-square measures the degree to which differences between

Justices are larger than those expected by chance. Chi-

square determines for each quadrant the expected distribution

and then finds the difference between the expected and the

observed distributions. This difference is then squared, and

the result is divided by the expected distribution. The

resulting figure for each quadrant is then summed and the

chi-square is calculated.

Cohesion Within a Small Group

There is a tendency in small groups, where the goal

orientation of the members differs, for the group to be

divided into coalitions. Schubert observed this phenomenons

All agree that the set of judges who comprise the bench
of relatively large appelate courts characteristically
partition themselves into dissenting blocs that reflect
the polarization of these courts into liberal, moderate
and conservative subsets.7

Eloise Snyder noticed a similar Court response during the

years surrounding the Second World War.

The Supreme Court of the United States showed more
agreement than disagreement in deciding cases brought
before it; however, when disagreement did occur, it
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consistently was displayed in given patterns of dissent
by Justices who tended to respond togeth to the
exclusion of other members of the Court.

The level of dissent in the Court denotes the internal

cohesiveness of that body. On both the 1892 and 1913 terms

the Supreme Court registered less than one percent rate of

dissent; during the era of Oliver Wendell Holmes and Louis

Brandeis dissents occurred but one in five times. In the

post-war period the level has grown from a rate consistently

above one-half of the cases to nearly sixty percent during

the Warren Court. 1 9

The marginal case, where one vote may make a difference,

is also a unit for observation. Marginal decisions were

relatively uncommon before the 1940's. Since that time the

rate of marginal opinions fluctuated from three to twenty

percent.20 Marginal dissent may not be an adequate indicator

of conflict on the Supreme Court; it might be a function of

the type of cases that are heard during a term,

Composition of the Court During the Four Terms

The first term of what may be called the Nixon Court

began October, 1969, with the seating of Nixon's first

appointee Warren Burger as Chief Justice. At that time the

other members were Justices Hugo Black, William Douglas, John

Harlan, William Brennan, Potter Stewart, Byron White and

Thurgood Marshall. The level of dissent during this term

rivaled that of the Warren Court with over 63 percent of the
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cases being decided by a split decision and more than 27

percent of the cases were of a 4 - 2 or 5 - 3 nature.

The October, 1970, term filled the bench with another

Nixon selection, Harry Blackmun of Minnesota. The level of

internal conflict did not appear to alter although the group

composition did. The total dissent rate was 65 percent and

the frequency of marginal dissents was again slightly above

27 percent, This might tend to contradict the effects of

membership change on an organization but that will be taken

under consideration in a later chapter.

A major composition change occurred during the 1971

term. Justices Black and Harlan were replaced by the last

two Nixon Justices, William Rehnquist and Lewis Powell, The

appointments did not occur until mid-term; therefore many

decisions were rendered with only seven Justices. Evaluating

the entire term, overall dissent reduced to 59 percent while

marginal dissent fell to 22 percent.

The first full term involving all four Nixon appointees

began in October, 1972. In fewer than 5 percent of the cases

did Rehnquist and Powell abstain because they had not been

present for the original arguments in the litigation. The

rate of dissent rose above what it had been in the previous

three terms to a level of 66 percent, while the degree of

marginal cases again declined to 16 percent,

Ernest Bormann has written that a group with "a high

level of cohesiveness exerts greater pressure on its
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personnel to conform than does one with a low level of

attractiveness,"2 1 it would appear then that the Nixon

Court is far from being able to exert enough pressure on

certain Justices to conform,

On the other hand, it may well be that the previous

studies of the Court have ignored a critical test of the

cohesiveness of a small group. Solomon Asch tested the

effect of opposition from the rest of the group on the dis-

tortion of an individual's judgment. Faced with a unanimous

judgment that contradicted one of his testing subjects, Asch

subjects conformed to false group conclusions. If support

was received from other members in the group, the degree of

conformity was reduced to a significant extent.22  If the

level of individual dissent on the Court, as compared to the

overall dissent level, is significant, then it should demon-

strate that the group does indeed have power to influence the

opinion of individual members. The high degree of dissent on

the Court testifies to the substantial cleavages among group

members that must exist and therefore indicates a demand for

coalition formations.

During the 1969 term, with eight members on the bench,

the rate of individual dissent was only 14 percent of the

overall dissent rate and occurred in only 9 percent of all

the cases considered. With nine Justices serving in the 1970

term, the rate of individual dissent rose to 22 percent of

all the dissents and 12 percent of all cases,
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The rate of individual disagreement for the first full

term showed a ratio of 20 percent of the total number of

dissents and 13 percent of all cases considered, This level

is remarkably similar to that of the Court over the seventeen

year period from 1946 to 1962. Schubert reported the figures

for that periods 20.? percent of the Court's dissents were

by a single Justice and 11 percent of the Court's total cases

involved individual disagreements.23

Since dissent can involve from one to four Justices, the

chance expectation is that any given single dissent will

occur once out of every four times. The one out of five rate

demonstrated by the above 20.7 percent would appear to prove

that single dissents are practiced by Justices at a lesser

frequency than other degrees of dissent. It would appear

justified to conclude that the Court can exert pressure on

the individual Justice to modify his opinion. The desire to

persuade other Justices to join in dissent would appear

substantial.

The next step is to determine if there are consistent

patterns of joint dissent among the Justices. An analysis

will be conducted on each term of the Court to isolate the

repeated combination of particular Justices.

1969 Term of the Supreme Court

Table I shows a number of pairs of Justices strongly

connected to each other in the 1969 term.24 The agreement

rate for the entire Court, a total averaging the agreement
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index of every pair of Justices, was 56.1 percent, Signi-

ficant variations from that average are noted. Justices

Brennan and Marshall agreed either in the majority or in

dissent 87.2 percent of the time. The significance of this

relationship as measured by chi-square is 13.5, indicating

that such a relation would occur by chance only once out of

every thousand times, The second highest percentage of

agreement, 75 percent, was recorded by Justices Burger and

Harlan. Chi-square measurement shows that this is likely

only once out of every five hundred times.

Inter-pair rates of agreement are much lower. Burger

agreed with Marshall, 43.8, and with Brennan, 39, percent of

the time. Stewart was much closer to Burger. Phi and phi/

phi-max correlations also bear out this gap between the

pairs. Between Brennan and Burger these correlations are

both highly negative, -.413 and -.697. Similarly, these

coefficients show negative relations between Burger and

Marshall, -.289 and -.920. For Stewart, the correlations

are somewhat less negative. Brennan-Marshall and Burger-

Stewart are definitely in separate blocs.

Surrounding Brennan-Marshall is an assortment of other

Justices. When White is added to form a triad, the average

interagreement rate of the three is 78 percent, When Douglas

is added to Brennan-Marshall, their interagreement is 71

percent. But when all four Justices are considered as a

bloc, the interagreement rate falls to 67 percent, with
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much of the decline due to the 44 percent interagreement rate

between Douglas and White,

Another Justice that often combines with Brennan-

Marshall is Harlan. When these three are viewed as a triad,

the interagreement rate is 69 percent. Obviously the high

percentage between Brennan and Marshall will significantly

raise the average of any Justice with whom they combine.

Schubert puts a 70 percent floor to indicate a high inter-

agreement rate.25

Brennan and Marshall form the nucleus around which

another group of Justices consistently join them in voting,

The orbits around Burger-Stewart are fewer, in fact only one

Justice agrees with them enough to yield a triad score above

70 percent. Harlan's participation produces an interagreement

index of 72 percent. Harlan then appears to travel between

those two nuclei at a rather even frequency.

When the joint dissenting patterns of the Justices are

analyzed, another aspect of bloc structure can be seen. The

index used to measure the joint dissents is Schubert's Index

of Cohesion, obtained by dividing the number of joint dis-

sents by the average number of times the two Justices were in

dissent.26 Schubert designates a rate of .50 as high.

Table II indicates that this level of agreement in dissent is

obtained only by Burger-Stewart, who were in joint dissent

for a .60 index.27 Marshall and Brennan jointly dissented at

a rate of .36. Marshall dissented in only four decisions.



The next highest rating was for Burger and Harlan, .44.

Harlan's dissent index with both Brennan and Marshall was

.00, indicating that when he did join the triad, it was only

in the majority. When Burger-Stewart-Harlan are taken as a

bloc, the .49 index approaches Schubert's level of signifi-

cance. Burger-Stewart-Harlan appear to be a distinct bloc.

A similar analysis in Table III records the joint parti-

cipation in the majority in split decisions,28  An .80 index

is set as the demarkation point to differentiate blocs. The

index is computed by dividing the number of joint assents by

the average number of majority votes by the pair. Again two

strong relationships can be located on the Court. One of

these, Brennan-Marshall, substantiates the previous inform

mation. The index for this pair is .84. The second highest

index is for Burger-Harlan with a rating of .83; this further

emphasizes the close proximity of Harlan to the Burger-

Stewart nucleus, as the Burger-Stewart index is .79,

The paths of the other Justices appear to orbit around

these pairs. When Burger-Stewart-Harlan are considered the

index is .80; for Marshall-Brennan-White the index is .81.

When Marshall-Brennan-Douglas are the bloc under inspection

the index is only .76. This appears to demonstrate that two

distinct blocs were formed on the 1969 Courts Burger-

Stewart-Harlan and Brennan-Marshall-White with Douglas in

close proximity.
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Beyond the nonunanimous decisions, the other unit of

cases examined, as recorded in Table IV, was the marginal

decision.2 9 During the 1969 term, with only eight members,

the marginal cases were decided by 5 - 3, 4 - 3, or 4 - 2.

In the marginal decisions, the bloc formations were partially

similar to those of all split decisions. As previously, a

significant relationship existed between Brennan and his

colleague Marshall. Using the same index for agreement

applied to split decisions, with .70 the criterion for bloc

formation, this pair rated .83. Brennan-Marshall-Douglas had

an index of .79, so it can be assumed that the pressure in-

herent in these competitive situations did not cause the

dissolution of this grouping. It did, however, cause Justice

White to move further from the Brennan-Marshall duo; the

index for the three was only .67.

For Burger-Stewart the interagreement rate was exceed-

ingly low, only .68, and for Burger-Stewart-Harlan it was

even lower, .59. It is obvious that in the marginal decision

the strength of the Burgem-Stewart-Harlan bloc collapsed in

the highly competitive environment.

Examination of dissent39 , Table V, and assent3 1, Table

VI, matrices for marginal decisions indicates the same rela-

tionships; additionally they demonstrate the power within the

Court. With the exception of Douglas, there exists in both

tables almost linear relationships from Burger to Marshall.

Continuing the analysis, Marshall is in the majority two and
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matrix shows the same line of power with Burger in the

minority five and two-thirds as often as Marshall.

One Justice is completely excluded from the previous

analysis, Hugo Black, Justice Black avoided any significant

degree of coalition within the Court. Considering all non-

unanimous cases, Black agreed with only three Justices more

than half of the time with his closest relationship to

Marshall with whom he agreed 52 percent of the time. In a

similar manner he did not demonstrate a significantly lower

level of agreement with any Justice, agreeing the least with

Harlan at 42 percent. When both the phi and phi/phi-max

coefficients are considered, Black is in the negative with

every Justice; only his voting with Douglas nears positive.

The remainder of the tables equally illustrate that

Black disassociates himself from both the Brennan-Marshall

and Burger-Stewart pairs; he tends to play a medium position

in the power of the Court. When Black votes in the majority,

it is more likely to be with Brennan-Marshall. When he is in

the minority, it is most often with Burger-Stewart.

The 1969 term clearly pictures the internal structure of

the Court. Two strong coalition formations are present with

interaction at high levels of significance. Chief Justice

Burger, Justice Stewart and Justice Harlan have consistently

merged in their decisions; a noticeable breakdown, however,

occurs in this sub-group in the conflict-oriented marginal

37
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decisions. A coalition that has achieved more significant

levels of interagreement is the combination of Brennan,

Marshall, White and Douglas. Brennan and Marshall demon-

strate a close pattern of joint participation and have been

frequently aided in their efforts by White and Douglas. The

lone Justice who has not appeared to form any strong ties to

his colleagues is Justice Black.

1970 Term of the Supreme Court

The second term of the Court involved in this study is

the 1970 term. Justice Blackmun began his participation on

the Court during the first case of the term. Infrequently

during the year Blackmun refrained from involvement in

cases, generally those in which arguments had been presented

during the preceeding term.

Table VII shows that the bloc formation structure of

the Court was altered dramatically 2 The work load grew as

the total cases rose from 88 to 107. Again strong relation-

ships were found between pairs of Justices, To distinguish

the high interagreement levels of the Court, it is helpful

to note that the average agreement rate for the entire Court

was 55 percent. An extraordinary correlation can be found

between Burger and his new associate Blackmun, In all the

nonunanimous cases they agreed 91 percent of the time, This

percentage is made significant by the associated chi-square

rating of 41,7 indicating the expectation that chance would

yield this result far less than one in one-thousand times.
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The second highest percentage of agreement was found

between Burger and White. These two agreed in the majority

or dissent in over 80 percent of their decisions. This is a

dramatic jump in agreement between White and Burger, consid-

ering that during the previous term the pair were found

together in only 56 percent of the cases, But the positive

phi and phi/phi-max coefficients substantiate the shift in

the agreement index. And like Burger and Blackmun, this

correlation is significant with a chi-square of 11.9.

Another high level involves White and Blackmun, a rela-

tionship that approaches joint action in 78 percent of common

cases. The average index for the Burger-Blackmun-White triad

indicates interagreement occurring 83 percent of the time.

The other Justices from the previous term were still in

proximity to the Chief Justice. Stewart's voting pattern

even more closely coincided with Burger's; the index rose

from 73 percent to 76 percent. Harlan and Burger found them-

selves together in the majority or dissent less often than

before; the index fell from 75 percent to 68 percent.

Despite these variations, the two still maintained their

positions near the Burger-Blackmun-White bloc. When Stewart

is added to the triad, the joint agreement index is 76 per-

cent; when Harlan is combined with the previous four the

interagreement registers 73 percent. This five Justice bloc,

capable of forming a majority of the Court, is far more

cohesive as a group than any coalition that was witnessed
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close in voting.

Behind the Burger-Blackmun and Burger-White combi-

nations, the next highest scoring pair of Justices was that

of Brennan and Marshall. This 1970 interagreement was 79

percent. The phi coefficients further emphasize the close-

ness of this pair and the chi-square demonstrates that the

voting pattern is statistically significant.

The third member of the coalition from the prior term,

Justice Douglas, moved somewhat closer to Brennan-Marshall,

Douglas's agreement index with Brennan increased from 64 to

70 percent and remained at the same 63 percent level with

Marshall, Considering the small decline in the Court's over-

all agreement rate, this might be seen as a relative increase

in association with Marshall, When Brennan-Marshall-Douglas

are tested for interagreement the measure reaches 70 percent.

The fourth member of the previous bloc, Justice White,

greatly diminished his joint participation with the three,

White's interagreement with Marshall fell from 73 to 53

percent; with Brennan it was reduced from 73 to 59 percent;

with Douglas it moved from 44 to 35 percent, White drifted

away from his former ties, leaving Brennan-Marshall-Douglas

a group unto themselves,

The distinction between the two blocs is not solely one

of differing memberships; low levels of agreement exist

between Justices in the two blocs, especially when Douglas is
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involved, Douglas agrees with members of the five-man bloc

on an average of only 28 percent, while the Blackmun figure

dips to 21 percent, by far the lowest index on the Court

during these two years of study. Burger's average agreement

with the Brennan-Marshall-Douglas bloc is 40 percent, a

slight increase from the 38 percent interagreement for 1969.

The phi coefficients illustrate this phenomenon. Burger

and Douglas register -.438 and -.904, demonstrating very

negative correlations. For Blackmun and Douglas strikingly

negative results again occur, -.545 and -1.29. Blackmun and

Burger possess negative relationships with all three members

of the opposing bloc.

The patterns of joint dissent, found in Table VIII,

illustrate similar tendencies in the Court.33 Six pairs of

Justices have joint dissent indices above the .50 level,

Burger and Blackmun have the highest joint dissent rate of

.87; Burger-Blackmun-White have an average of .64. Justice

White's dissent agreement with the other two is much lower,

only .53 with each Justice, and therefore the total is low.

The Brennan-Marshall-Douglas bloc has only a slightly

higher index of joint dissent. This triad was together in

dissent often enough to reach an index of .69. Brennan was

closely associated with both Douglas and Marshall. The

weakest association among the three was Douglas and Marshall,

who had a joint index of .60.
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No other Justice on the Court had dissent associations

with either of the blocs strong enough to indicate a place in

the coalition. The important fact to note from this compar-

ison is that the Brennan-Marshall-Douglas bloc is more

cohesive in dissent situations than is Burger-Blackmun-White.

This is even more important considering the number of times

that the blocs are in dissent. Brennan-Marshall-Douglas, as

individual Justices, cast more than twice as many dissenting

votes as Burger-Blackmun-White, 96 as compared to 47. The

record of joint dissents also pictures the power on the

Court, as the number of times an individual Justice is found

in the minority increases as the move is made from Burger

toward Brennan, with Douglas found in the minority more than

half of the time,

The matrix of joint participation in the majority in

split decisions, Table IX, reveals contradictory evidence., 4

Using the .80 criterion, five pairs meet the standard, Of

Brennan-Marshall-Douglas, only Brennan-Marshall rate an exact

.80 while the triad have a joint index of .68. Burger and

Blackmun have a high .92. When White, Stewart and Harlan are

all considered, the index is .78. Clearly in the majority

the group surrounding Burger-Blackmun is much more cohesive.

Participation in the majority decreases as a Justice moves

away from Burger,

As demonstrated by the data in Table X, the marginal

decision appears to strengthen the cohesion of the Brennan-
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cohesion of the formation surrounding Justice Burger.35

As compared to the previous term, the cohesion of Brennan-

Marshall-Douglas increased as did the Burger group and

interagreement between Justices on both sides increased.

Douglas and Brennan participated together in 26 of the

31 cases for an index of .87. For the Brennan-Marshall-

Douglas group as a whole, the average interagreement rated

a .84. These statistics compare with the high pair index

of .83 for the previous term between Brennan and Marshall

and the .79 interagreement average for the group.

A much more significant increase involved the change

between the liberal bloc's cohesion for all considered cases

and their cohesion in the marginal decisions. Though the

figures are not directly interchangeable, the interagreement

index of marginal decisions is similar to the interagreement

percentage for all cases so that the two can be compared

without distortion, With this in mind, the Brennan-Marshall-

Douglas coalition grew in joint action from 71 to 84 percent.

The Burger-Blackmun-White bloc is not so indicative

In the marginal case White often joins Douglas and Brennan

though he also concurs with the Chief Justice. The closest

to Burger and Blackmun are Stewart and Harlan, Burger and

Blackmun agree to a high degree with a .88 index, When

Harlan is added, the trio's interagreement is .731 with

Stewart forming a foursome the figure is .68. It falls to

43
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.62 when White is placed with his conservative colleagues.

This interagreement is quite below the 73 percent inter-

agreement in all cases, even when adjustments might be made

to completely relate the two statistics.

Examination of the patterns in the marginal decisions

leads to similar observations. Table XI contains the dissent

patterns3, while the majority patterns are revealed in Table

XII.37 The data from both indicate that the cohesiveness of

the Brennan-Marshall-Douglas bloc is somewhat higher than

Burger-Blackmun-White, but the number of times that each

Justice participated in the majority demonstrates the power

center of the Court. Justice Stewart participated in the

majority more often and in dissent less often than any other

Justice. Justice Burger is second in registering his vote

among the majority; Justice Harlan is third. The relative

proximity of Stewart and Harlan to Burger determined which

of the competing blocs would be most often victorious.

As in the previous term, Justice Black did not join

either of the blocs with any consistency. His highest rates

of interagreement were with Burger and Marshall but he joined

least often with Douglas. Black joined with all other

members of the Court between 50 and 58 percent. He appears

to have dissented more frequently with Brennan-Marshall-

Douglas and joined in the majority more often with Burger-

Blackmun-White, The same is true in marginal decisions. Both

Black and Harlan left the Court as middle-men.
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There were indeed obvious changes in the internal

structure of the Supreme Court from the October 1969 term

to the 1970 term, The close pattern of interagreement that

had been typical of Brennan-Marshall-White-Douglas was

disturbed when White left the group, Brennan-Marshall-

Douglas, who had agreed in 71 percent of the cases during

1969, maintained the same level of joint participation,

Completing his second year on the Court, Justice Burger

found a number of Justices in agreement with his voting.

The newest member of the Court, Justice Blackmun, agreed

with him 90 percent of the time, Also in close association

was Justice White, The triad voted together on an average of

83 percent, Harlan and Stewart, who were the closest to

Burger during the previous term, reduced their association

with him only slightly, a common agreement of from 70 to 72

percent, When the five were taken together, their inter-

agreement was higher, 73 versus 71 percent, than the

remaining three Justice bloc.

1971 Term of the Supreme Court

The next term of the Court, starting in October, 1971,

had mid-term additions of Justices Powell and Rehnquist,

Despite the turnover in the Court's composition, the bloc

structures did not appear to significantly alter,

The average interagreement of the Court barely declined

to 54 percent, Despite this small drop, one particularly

high relationship was established between Burger and Powell,
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As indicated by Table XIII, these two Justices voted

together in 98 percent of the cases.38 The chi-square of

this relationship is 35.,7 thus the expectation of this

occurring by chance is less than one in one thousand.

The second and third highest relationships on the Court

involved Justice Rehnquist. Powell and Rehnquist were in

unison 88 percent; Rehnquist joined Burger 86 percent of the

time. When the three Justices are considered, the inter-

agreement is a remarkable 91 percent,

Justice Blackmun had voted with the Chief Justice in 91

percent of the cases; in the later term his agreement was but

81 percent, a rating that also reflects his agreement with

Rehnquist. He combines with Powell somewhat less frequently.

When the four are considered the index is still a high 85

percent.

Though he had associated with Burger in 80 percent of

the cases the previous term, Justice White's agreement with

Burger fell from that 80 to 66 percent. In opposition to

this decline, White's voting pattern with Blackmun remained

the same 77 percent. Even though White's interagreement was

not high with Powell, Burger, or Rehnquist, when he and

Blackmun join the other three, the joint index is 78 percent.

Even though White is only peripherally involved with this

group, his association is much stronger than with Brennan,

Marshall and Douglas, his colleagues only two terms before

this one.
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At the other extremes of the Court, the strongest link

is forged between Brennan and Marshall who agreed in 74

percent of the cases. Douglas joined each with 70 and 68

percent ratings. As a triad, the joint agreement index is

71 percent, barely meeting the criterion for a bloc.

Again, one member does not appear to join either bloc.

The position is now held by Justice Stewart, He altered from

a close relationship with Burger in the prior terms, 73 and

76 percent, to only a 55 percent interagreement. At the same

time, Stewart increased his association with the heart of the

liberal bloc. His previous joint agreement indices with

Marshall had been 57 and 51 percent; this grew to 68 percent.

With Brennan, this change moved from 54 and 33 percent to 66

percent in the 1971 term. On the whole, Stewart was somewhat

closer to the Brennan-Marshall-Douglas bloc with a 62 percent

interagreement rate compared to the 57 percent rate with

Burger-Blackmunu#Powell-Rehnquist, The difference of his

association with the two blocs is certainly not enough to

identify him with either.

The difference in voting patterns between the two blocs

is evident when the phi and phi/phi-max correlation coeffi-

cients are examined. Brennan, Marshall, Douglas and Stewart

all have negative coefficients with Burger, Blackmun, Powell

and Rehnquist. Justice White takes an intermediate position

on the Court. White maintains a single moderately positive

affinity with Blackmun.
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Inspecting only the dissenting votes of the Justices,

found in Table XIV, illustrates the same bloc structures on

the Court.39 The strongest connection again is between

Powell and Rehnquist with a .76 index. Burger and Blackmun

demonstrate their alliance with a joint dissent of .63.

Among the other Justices in the Burger-Blackmun-Powell-

Rehnquist bloc, only Burger and Powell voted together in

dissent often enough to meet the criterion of .50.

From the dissent figures of the four man group, it might

appear that there are two strong pairs of Justices. It is

instead likely that these figures only reflect a low level of

participation since Powell and Rehnquist joined the Court

at mid-term,

On the opposite end of the Court, the cohesiveness of

the bloc remained intact, For Brennan-Marshall-Douglas the

joint dissent index was .67 despite a much more frequent

individual rate of dissent.

The matrix of the joint participation in the majority in

split decisions for the 1971 term is seriously distorted by

the absence of Powell and Rehnquist from many of the roll-

call votes, The data in Table XV nevertheless demonstrates

the same patterns of joint participation of that in the

interagreement index.4o

The marginal decisions, reflected in Table XVI, show

even stronger, more cohesive bloc formations.i The closest

association is between the newcomers. In the 17 marginal
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decisions in which the two participated, Powell and his

colleague voted together in every case. When Burger is

examined for those same cases, he agrees with the pair so

often as to yield a .94 index. This gives the triad a

joint index of .96, extraordinarily high,

Justice Blackmun maintained a strong relationship with

the Chief Justice, registering a .79 index. With Powell and

Rehnquist, Justice Blackmun's index was a slightly lower

.70. In the marginal cases the four Justices are cohesive.

The Brennan-Marshall-Douglas bloc is also found to be

more cohesive in the marginal case. Brennan and Douglas

maintain a relationship which rates a .79 index. Marshall

has an equal .76 interagreement with his two colleagues.

The triad has a .77 index, similar to their .79 in 1969.

When Justice Stewart joins the liberal triad, he is

rather closely associated with Justice Marshall, Stewart

joins Brennan, Marshall and Douglas for marginal interagree-

ment indices of .60, .77, and .70 respectively. The four

are seen to vote together with a frequency of .73.

When marginal decisions are broken down into joint

dissents42, Table XVII, and assents , Table XVIII, the

matrices support the same conclusions, Brennan-Marshall-

Douglas-Stewart bloc together in both categories, but they

appear slightly more adhesive in dissent. Conversely,

Burger-Blackmun-Powell-Rehnquist are highly cohesive in

both types of votes, but more so in the majority.
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Justice White has not been included in the previous

analysis because he tends to show an affinity for both blocs.

It is this ambivalence between the blocs that causes White to

be in the majority more frequently and in dissent less often

than any other Justice. In the marginal decision, it appears

to be White who is central to either group becoming the

majority. As can be seen, White joins with Burger-Blackmun-

Powell-Rehnquist more often than with the other side of the

Court, and consequently the former group is more frequently

the controlling faction of the Court,

In summary, the 1971 term added a fourth member to the

Brennan-Marshall-Douglas bloc, Replacing White, who left the

group during the 1970 term, was Justice Stewart, The four-

some were particularly close in marginal decisions.

The two new members of the Court, Powell and Rehnquist,

quickly associated themselves with both the Chief Justice and

his close ally, Justice Blackmun. The four Nixon appointees

join consistently in both the majority and in dissent. Most

often in their company is White, who fluctuates between the

blocs, In contrast to the previous term, the competitive

situation found with the marginal decisions does not reduce

the cohesion of the blocs but rather tends to increase bloc

membership participation.

1972 Term of the Supreme Court

The final term of the Court to be analyzed began in

October of 1972. The movement of power from the liberal to
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the conservative side of the Court continued during this

term, The average interagreement of the Court increased in

the 1972 term to 57 percent as the Court began its first term

without a personnel change. Table XIX, reflecting the

general percentage of agreement, indicates that Marshall and

Brennan are the single strongest pair with a common agreement

of 87 percent. This returns the pair to the same level

they sustained in 1969. Again Douglas is found in close

proximity to Brennan-Marshall. The three were in harmony on

the average 75 percent, The chi-square demonstrates that

these relationships are statistically unlikely to happen by

chance.

On the other side of the Court, the coalition again

forms around Burger, Powell, Rehnquist, Blackmun and White

all vote more often with him than with any other Justice.

Burger is found to be most often in the company of Blackmun,

with the two in unison 84 percent of the time. Sandwiching

the pair are White and Powell with average voting records of

77 percent. The other Nixon appointee, Rehnquist, tended to

move away from his colleagues but toward isolation rather

than toward the other bloc,

Again when all the nonunanimous cases are considered,

Stewart plays a moderate role. Stewart's average agreement

with Brennan-Marshall-Douglas is 60 percent while it is 58

percent with the other members. Stewart's phi correlation is

positive only with Powell, Brennan, Marshall and Douglas.
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The division between the two blocs is not as great in

1972 although individual divergence can be exemplified by the

Douglas-Rehnquist phi and phi/phi-max correlations of -.581

and -.940.

The matrices of joint dissent in split decisions, found

in Table XX, provide some clues as to the strengths of the

two blocs.45  The cohesion that was visible in the inter-

agreement index disappears for the conservative bloc, The

only strong relationship is found between Rehnquist and

Burger who agreed in dissent often enough for a .53 index.

Burger and Blackmun were next with a .44 rating, But the

lack of joint participation for some of the pairs is indeed

startling. Blackmun and Powell, who were together in 75

percent of the cases considered, never voted together in

dissent despite twenty-three dissenting votes by the two.

Powell and White dissented in combination only once for a

.08 index. The entire conservative bloc has an average

index of only .32.

The other side of the Court maintained a much higher

degree of cohesion. For Brennan and Marshall, the joint

index was .79. When Douglas is added the average index of

dissent is now .68. This is very similar to their .67 index

for the previous term. For 1972 the index of Stewart with

Brennan-Marshall-Douglas is .57, as compared to .56 for

1971, The voting patterns for this group of Justices has

remained stable.
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The index of the liberal trio is double that of the

conservative five. Even when Stewart is added to Brennan-

Marshall-Douglas, the index is almost twice that for Justice

Burger's bloc. The dissent matrix also shows the distri-

bution of total dissents among the Justices; it is evident

that the liberals are in dissent approximately three times

as often as the conservatives. Burger, Blackmun, White and

Powell are in the minority no more than fifteen times each

during the session. Justice Rehnquist is the one exception

as he tended to be more comfortable by himself occasionally.

The index of participation in the majority in split

decisions shows where the cohesion of the conservative bloc

originates. As indicated in Table XXI, Burger and Blackmun

voted together for a .88 index, but even when the other three

Justices are considered, the index falls only to ,81,4

Brennan and Marshall also show a high level of unity

with a .86 index. Around this nucleus the congruence of

voting drops, Douglas and Marshall rate only .64 and Douglas

is found voting with Blackmun as often as with Brennan, a .31

joint assent rating with each. The average index for the

Brennan-Marshall-Douglas triad is .73, showing their lower

degree of cohesion in the majority.

From these matrices it is apparent that Blackmun and

Powell, both located closer to the liberal bloc than the

other three bloc members, are the center of the Court's

power. Powell dissents less than any other member while
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Blackmun is in the majority more often than his colleagues.

At the other extreme, Justice Douglas is in the minority more

and the majority less than the rest of the Court.

The data in Table XXII, regarding marginal decisions,

indicate that both blocs tend to solidify.4 7 The cohesion

of the conservative forces is typified by the .95 rating of

Burger and Rehnquist. When Blackmun is combined, the average

index is .87; add White for an index of .83; with Powell the

bloc record is reduced to .77.

The liberal bloc is also more cohesive. Douglas and

Marshall merit an index of .86 while Brennan's association

with the two is .81 for each. For the group the average is

.83, far above the .74 index for the previous term. The

addition of Stewart somewhat reduces the liberal coalition,

but only because of a weak relationship between Stewart and

Brennan, only .52. As a four-man group, Brennan, Marshall,

Douglas and Stewart maintained an association comparable to

the previous term, .76 and .73.

One way to evaluate the 1972 data is to look at the

tabular information regarding dissents, Table XX1114 8 , In

marginal dissents the liberal bloc is more consistently

together than are the conservatives. A mutual affinity is

shown between Douglas and Marshall with an index of .91; when

Brennan joins the pair the average agreement is .87, still

above the 1971 index of .74. In marginal cases the-three

band more closely together.
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In dissent the conservatives do not maintain the same

level of mutual support. White and Powell never vote in

unison in dissent while Blackmun and Powell are found there

only once for a .18 rating. The overall average for the

conservative five-man group is a very low .46. This par-

allels a similarly low .52 for the previous Court term.

On the other side of the decision making process,

participation in the majority is also interesting for 1972.

As shown by Table XXIV, the matrix is a high level of agree-

ment among the group around the Chief Justice, epitomized by

his .97 index with Justice Rehnquist.49 For the five-man

coalition the index is a remarkably high .86, with the lowest

association for any pair being the .71 rating of Powell and

Blackmun,

The liberal bloc is much less cohesive in these circum-

stances than for all nonunanimous cases. The strongest

association is, as usual, between Brennan and Marshall.

Their rating of .77 still only surpasses the rating of but

one pair of the conservatives. The perennial liberal triad,

Brennan-Marshall-Douglas, have an average index of .691

addition of Stewart drops it to .64. Both figures are lower

than in 1971 which were a .74 rating for the three and a

.72 for the four;

Once more the breakdown of the marginal decisions demon-

strates the power positions on the Court. Unlike earlier

terms, the most powerful figure is not a man who is equally
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at home with two different groups. Now the Justice most

often in the majority is Rehnquist, whose voting record was

far from being readily identifiable when all nonunanimous

cases are involved, In marginal dissents Rehnquist parti-

cipates the least; in all Court cases he dissents more than

five other Justices, A clear division is visible with the

five conservatives in power more than two and one-half times

that of the four liberals.

The 1972 term crystalized the alignments established

the year before. Justices Brennan, Marshall and Douglas

formed a cohesive triad, much more so in dissent than in the

majority. Stewart again rejected the liberal triad, content

on the fringe of their influence.

Some internal changes occurred within the conservative

fivesome, With a year to demonstrate their true positions,

Powell and Rehnquist moved from a close relationship in 1971

to end up on opposite ends of the five-man bloc in 1972,

For the most part, their interagreement with the other

members of the coalition also declined despite an increase

as a whole for the Court. Rehnquist moved away from both

groups while Powell edged slightly toward the center,

The power of the Court also shifted from the more

moderate Justices in the middle of the Court to the extreme

boundary of the conservative bloc which may only picture the

independence of that group from needing outside aid from

the Court's middle-men,
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The bloc formations that have been isolated on the

Court have demonstrated a degree of stability. As a triad,

Justices Brennan, Marshall and Douglas have continually been

associated with each other. Schubert's numerical criterion

for bloc identification in the interagreement index was a

reading of 70 percent. For the four terms the percentage

reading for the triad was 71, 71, 71, and 73 percent.

During the first term Justice White was even closer to

Brennan and Marshall than was Douglas, but White quickly

decreased his association with the liberal bloc. For the

1970 term no Justice came close to replacing White and the

adjacent spot to the bloc was filled by the rather neutral

Justice Black. Beginning in 1971 Justice Stewart took up a

contiguous position to the liberals. It was particularly in

the marginal decision that Justice Stewart was seen to asso-

ciate himself with the triad membership, especially Justice

Marshall, For 1971 and 1972 Stewart and Marshall had inter-

agreement in marginal case ratings of .77 and .81,

Another bloc was present on the Court during this four

years with the Chief Justice continually as the key figure.

During 1969 he attracted Stewart and Harlan, both of whom

participated more often with Burger than other Justices.

This group agreed on the average of 72 percent. During the

following term Burger found even more Court members in his

company. Blackmun, White and Stewart all voted more often

with Burger than with others and Harlan was almost in this
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category. This five justice group's 73 percent indicated

an even higher cohesion than the Burger-led group had

experienced before,

In 1971, Harlan retired and Stewart left the bloe;

their places were assumed by Powell and Rehnquist. Now

Powell and Blackmun are primarily aligned with Burger, White

with Blackmun, and Rehnquist with Powell. Despite this

diversity, the bloc became even more cohesive with an inter-

agreement index of 78 percent, The final term saw no

serious changes in the lineup; the average interagreement

fell only slightly to 75 percent,

As bloc alignments remained quite static throughout

most of the observation period, the cohesiveness of the

entire Court was very consistent. From the 1969 term, the

average interagreement of the whole Court varied from 56

percent to 55 percent to 54 percent to 57 percent,

Summary

Chapter II has examined the formation of coalitions or

blocs on the United States Supreme Court from 1969 to 1972,

The interpersonal agreement of the Justices under different

levels of conflict has been measured for each pair of judges

and the blocs that they have formed, The techniques used

have been outlined as to their historic development and

current implementation.

Whether bloc formations are typical of all small groups

of approximately nine members or of large problem-solving
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groups has not been established in previous small group

research. Such development has been noted in other groups.

While looking at the interpersonal choices in a housing

development, Festinger and his colleagues located what they

labeled as "excess mutual choices." As was found with the

Court blocs, this increase in mutual choices tended to

reduce the average cohesion for the group. The authors

writes "It is, of course, impossible in the absence of more

empirical data to decide just how much such mutual choices

detract from the cohesiveness of the group as a whole."5 0

Since the blocs or sub-groups have been isolated within

group settings, attempts have been made to understand why

the particular group members participate with each other and

what facts can alter the interpersonal choices. Answers to

these questions are the focus of the following chapter,
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CHAPTER III

PERSONNEL CHANGEs ITS IMPACT ON BLOC FORMATION

At the end of his first year on the bench, Chief

Justice Warren Burger delivered his "State of the Federal

Judiciary" address to the American Bar Association. He

declared. "Continuity with change is the genius of the

American system and both are essential to fulfill the

promise of equal justice under the law."' At that time the

Chief Justice could not have known that the continuity of

his Court would be affected by two of the nine Justices

leaving the Court. With Powell and Rehnquist being added,

a total of four new members had been added during a two

year period. This relatively large number of new members

allows inspection of the effect of personnel change upon

bloc formations of the Court.

The majority of research upon the consequences of group

change has been conducted in the field of group psycho-

therapy. There, the loss or addition of a new member to a

group has been interpreted to have a significant impact

upon the group, Hugh Mullan and Max Rosenbaum reported.

"The group's solidarity, its experience, and its purpose are

dependent upon its stable makeup, or group configuration.

Marked and sudden changes lead to a good deal of anxiety."2

63
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The impact of personnel change may not be as obvious in

non-theraputic group settings but the disruption might have

equal potential over group influence. Any group's organi-

zation is maximally structured in such a way as to minimize

the results of membership turnover, In discussing the

task-oriented small group, Ernest Bormann writes:

Most established organizations experience a turnover
of personnel. They may establish formal procedures to
minimize the strain on old employees when hew people
join. The new person is often forced to begin on the
lowest level of group work, and assigned less attrac-
tive duties. The organization may use seniority to
protect the old workers, as it arbitrarily limits the
amount of participation of new people. . . . The
principle of seniority enables an organization to
limit a new person in assuming duties that challenge
high-status roles in the group.3

Like other groups, the Supreme Court has established

rules granting certain powers to the senior members of the

group. The manner in which the Justices sit when oral argu-

ments are made is dictated by seniority. During the

Saturday conferences, the order in which the Justices give

their views is based on seniority with the least senior

Justice involved last, When the discussion is completed and

the voting begins, the newest Justice is the first to vote.

Whether by design or not, the rules function to confer

status to the senior members of the group and deny it to

the new Justices. Whether by design or not, the rules

function to minimize the negative impact concomitant with

personnel change. The rules force the new Justice to

recognize his position,
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This change in personnel has a dual potential involving

difficulties for both the new member and the group as an

entity. The addition of four Justices enables an exami-

nation of how they have been effected as well as how this

effect changed the character of the Court. Obviously

drawing finite conclusions about membership turnover for

all groups, or even for the Supreme Court per se cannot be

done with reliability from this small sample, but some

assumptions can be tested. The data which was presented

in the previous chapter will be used to observe the inter-

personal choices of the Justice during his first year on the

Court; these initial choices will then be compared to the

subsequent actions.

Influence of Personnel Change Upon Individual Members

The actions of new Supreme Court Justices interested

Glendon Schubert, causing him to suggest that future study

answer the question: "Do freshman justices avoid immediate

affiliation with established blocs?" An analysis of the

voting patterns of these Court newcomers answers the

question in part.

John Sprague contributed to the analysis. "The new

member's association scores will tend to be distributed

equally among all other members."5 In other words, the

difference between the newcomer's lowest interagreement

index and his highest would tend to be less than that for

the average Justice.
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This thesis does not validate Sprague's hypothesis,

The information gathered for the four terms does not support

his conclusion. The range of interagreement scores for the

freshmen Justices is much above the average of the Court.

At the same time this initial extremity of association

scores does not appear to be typical of a given Justice

since the more he participates, the more moderate his range

score becomes.

Chief Justice Burger's first term interagreement index

ranged from a 75 percent agreement with Justice Harlan to

only a 30 percent figure with Justice Douglas, which was the

second largest distribution, By 1972, the Chief Justice's

range was surpassed by three other Justices.

Justice Blackmun's experience is similar. When he

became a member of the Court in 1970, Blackmun's interagree-

ment ranged from 91 percent with Burger to 21 percent with

Douglas. This was the largest difference in scores found on

the Court during the term. Yet by 1972, his range too was

less and five other Justices had wider ranges.

The other two newcomers also justify the conclusion.

Powell's interagreement ranged from 98 percent with Burger

to 21 percent with Douglas; except for Burger, this was the

largest range on the Court. By 1972, Powell moved to the

opposite extreme; only Potter Stewart distributed his votes

more evenly. Rehnquist's record in 1972 equalled his range

in 1971.



The information thus appears to justify that these new

members related in extreme ways to the other members of the

Court during their freshman year but moderated that pattern

during succeeding terms, Of the four, only Rehnquist did

not alter his previous voting alignments.

Another issue that Schubert considered worth further

examination was the frequency with which new Justices would

dissent from the Court's majority. He questioned. "Do

freshman justices dissent more or less frequently than other

members of the Court?"6 In this area it seems worthwhile to

focus not only on the total number of dissents but also to

specify the dissents in marginal cases. Simply looking at

the number of dissents or comparing the new Justice to his

colleagues might reflect the degree to which he had joined

a dominant bloc rather than the Justice's tendency to reject

the majority. It is more likely that comparing the initial

frequency of dissent to the Justice's later minority votes

would show more clearly how the newcomer had adjusted,

In every case but one, the new Justice is seen as

dissenting more frequently during his first term and less

often in ensuing years. This is supported by both the total

dissents and by marginal dissents. It would appear from

this, as with the previous finding, that the new Justice

does not immediately blend into the Court during one term.

Justice Burger's record exemplifies. During his first year

on the bench he dissented more often than any other Justice
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but Black, but by 1972, five colleagues dissented more

often. In marginal cases Burger dissented most often in

1969 yet five Justices had also surpassed that record by

1972.

Justice Blackmun represents the single exception to

this dissent tendency. When all dissents are considered, he

fit the pattern as he was the sixth most frequent dissenter

during 1970 and eighth by 1972. For marginal dissents,

however, Blackmun increased from sixth to fifth over his

three years of participation on the Supreme Court.

The Justices joining the Court in 1971 both follow the

dissent pattern. In total dissents Powell moved from the

fourth most frequent to the least frequent dissenter, His

colleague Rehnquist fell from fifth to sixth. In marginal

dissents Powell dropped from fourth to sixth and Rehnquist,

who had been tied with Powell as fourth, became the least

frequent member of the minority in the marginal cases.

With the exception of Blackmun's voting in the marginal

cases, the new members of the Court are inclined to dissent

more often in comparison to the rest of the Court, As the

Justices interact with their colleagues over a longer period

of time, their dissent frequency is modified,

One other way in which the voting patterns of the new

Justices appears to be affected is the alliance that is

formed between the new members, Irvin Yalom noted this

tendency among additions to group therapy and explained
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that the newcomers "may ally with each other and thereby

feel less alien."7 The two Justices who joined the Court

together, Powell and Rehnquist, replicate this proclivity.

The first year in which they participated the two

agreed in 88 percent of the cases while in the marginal

ones they agreed in all for a perfect index. As the two

extended their tenure, their degree of agreement decreased.

During 1972 Powell and Rehnquist voted together in 72 per-

cent of the nonunanimous cases, a drop of 16 percent, Their

lower association was also mirrored in the marginal cases by

a percentage drop of 24 percent. The close alliance that

was formed between the two freshmen was tempered by time.

The experience of being a new member of the group seems

to have an impact upon the voting patterns of the new

Justices. The range of their interagreement scores, the

frequency of their dissents from the Court's majority, and

their alliance with other new Justices appears to be the

result of their being new members of an on-going group.

Influence of Personnel Change Upon Group Actions

Personnel turnover affects not only the individuals

involved but the group as a whole. Bormann writes that

during periods of change in membership, the cohesion of the

group is likely to fall: "If members are naive about the

effects of the removal of a person from a stable role struc-

ture, they are surprised by the resulting conflict and

tensions.
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To determine whether personnel change significantly

affected the cohesion of the Court would require an exami-

nation of the cohesion before 1969 and for some years after

1972. Since this is not possible, only the short-term

variations in Court cohesion can be noted, As was witnessed

earlier, the cohesiveness fell during the first three years

of examination, a period during which four Justices were

added to the Court. The only year in which the Court's

cohesion did increase was one in which the composition of

the Court was stable. The actual increase of 3 percent

during that term represents a 10 percent portion of what was

possible considering both minimum and maximum cohesion

limitations. The sparcity of the data prevents any direct

causal relationship but the similar paths taken by the two

sets of figures does demonstrate that a correspondence

exists.

Summary

The bloc formations that were isolated in Chapter II

may not be completely the product of personal choice. In

this chapter it has been shown that the experience of being

a new member in an on-going group can affect the decisions

that are rendered. The relatively large number of new

Justices absorbed by the Court during the four years

probably means that this impact does influence voting

patterns.
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CHAPTER IV

ATTITUDES AND ALIGNMENTS$ AN ISSUE ANALYSIS

A Supreme Court Justice is not a mechanical decision

maker, calculating answers to carefully quantified inputs.

"At times," writes Benjamin Cardozo, "the Justice must put

himself as best he can within the heart and mind of others,

and from his estimate of values by the truth thus revealed,

Objective tests may fail him, or may be so confused as to

bewilder. He must then look within himself."i The values

of the Justices are vitally important in the decision

making process and may explain the formation of blocs

within the Court, especially if the Justices are found to

have common attitudes and values on the issues brought

before them.

A brief discussion of the concepts of attitudes and

values as subsequently used is appropriate at this point,

A value simply refers to something of worth, or as Virgil

Baker states. "A concept of the desirable." 2 Values may

also be called goals or wants.

An attitude refers to a feeling or state of mind of an

individual toward an object or value. For example, money

may be a value while love of money is an attitude, Daniel

Droba defined an attitude in a similar manner. Droba
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considered an attitude to be "a mental disposition of the

human individual to act for or against a definite object," 3

The attitude can be measured only on the basis of the large

number of acts or behaviors that are observed,

Use of the Guttman Scale

One method of measuring attitudes which is particu-

larly applicable to judicial decision making was developed

by Louis Guttman. A Guttman scale, or cumulative scale,

postulates that a person who responds favorably to the third

item on a scale is likely to have also been favorable to the

first and second items.4  As an example, consider the

following questionnaire, The items might bet (1) I am more

than 5'0" tall; (2) 1 am more than 5'3" tall; (3) 1 am more

than 5'6" tall, etc. An individual agreeing to any item

would also agree to the previous items. The individual's

responses to the questionnaire could be scaled according to

the number of positive responses given.

When the measurement is of attitudes, the pattern of

response may deviate from what is expected. Items measuring

an individual's attitude toward the Vietnam War may not

yield a consistent series of positive answers no matter in

what order the items are arranged. Such deviation, or

errors, may be the result of faulty communication of the

question, individual differences in perception or cognition,

or the presence of a secondary attitude or variable.
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A scale with a large number of inconsistencies may not

accurately measure an attitude, A measure of discrepancy

was established by one of the first users of the Guttman

scale. Samuel Stouffer and his colleagues developed a

coefficient of reproducibility to reflect the degree to

which the scale in question corresponded to a perfect scale,

without deviations. In other words, this rating, hereafter

designated as CR, refers to the point of consistency, the

point at which the votes all become positive or all become

negative.

The coefficient was computed by dividing the number of

inconsistencies by the number of items scored and sub-

tracting the resulting fraction from one.5 Glendon Schubert

suggests that if the coefficient is above .90, then it is

probable that the primary variable under investigation is

"dominant over any secondary variables that might be

present."6

The Guttman scale is applied to the decisions of the

Supreme Court to determine if the Justices can be scaled or

ordered according to their attitudes. Harold Spaeth has

written; "That the attitude of the Justices toward a single

policy issue has indeed motivated the Court's behavior in a

given segment of Supreme Court decision making is verified

by the use of the Guttman scale technique."7 The cases

presented to the Justices can be considered similar to the

to the items presented to individuals on questionnaires,
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only the Justices respond to the questions or stimuli by

their vote on the cases,

Generally in attitude research the investigator must

produce his data through some testing procedure. The

application of Guttman scaling to judicial decision making

provides a number of advantages over the conventional uses

of this technique in that the universe of content of the

questionnaire has already been limited to the cases con-

sidered by the Court, and the category of respondents has

already been defined.

To include all decisions of the Court in the scale

would be counterproductive since many attitudes and values

would be touched by the stimuli in the cases. "It has been

found that the chances of obtaining a scalable set of

statements, in Guttman's sense, are better if the universe

of content is made specific rather than general,"8 writes

psychologist Allen Edwards, A more specific universe of

content presents no major difficulty in Court analysis

since the various Amendment rights offer a sufficient

amount of testable data, Added to those are other areas of

frequency selected to make the overall scaling more repre-

sentative. A limitation on the subjects to be considered

for scaling is also suggested by Warren Torgerson.9

One major difference between the items found on an

attitude scale and those on a judicial application of the

Guttman scale is the presence of duplicative items. Two
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cases may raise the same, almost identical, issues and yield

identical responses from Court members. These items are

most likely to occur in the unanimous decisions, thus they

have been eliminated from the investigation. Those cases

would normally be located at either end of the cumulative

scale.

Thus the issues that will be examined to determine if

consistent responses occur from the Justices area the right

against self-incriminationp freedom from unreasonable search

and seizure; protection against incroachment on individual

freedoms; protection of freedom of the press; control of

administrative regulations in both the armed services and in

welfare; and enforcement of anti-trust legislation;

The respondents simply refer to the eleven men who

have been members of the Supreme Court during the four

year period under investigation. The entire set of items

does not reflect responses by all the Justices, since not

all participate in every case. This may result due to a

vacancy on the Court, because a Justice was ill, has a self-

interest in the case, or joined the Court-after the oral

argument of the case,

A cumulative scale of judicial cases involves a ranking

of both the cases and the Justices. A ranking of the cases

is completed by first recording the votes of the Justices as

positive or negative in relation to the issue under consid-

eration, Those cases are then ranked in order of the number
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of positive votes cast, ranging from 8 -1 to 1 - 8,

If less than nine Justices participated in the decision,

the resulting division must be grouped with those most

clearly corresponding to full Court decisions. For similar

divisions of the Court, Schubert suggests that they be

ordered chronologically.10

Justices are aligned according to the consistency of

their voting position on the issue, By consistent, it is

meant that previous to a given case, a majority of the

Justice's votes were positive, or negative, Consequently,

Justices that have approximately the same attitude on an

issue will be placed near to each other on the scale.

A sample Guttman scale with only four Justices

responding to but five cases illustrates the overall tech-

nique found in the tables used by this chapter. The cases

are referred to by their citation number in the Supreme

Court Reporter. For example, 1-1437 is the case on page

number 1437 in the 91st edition,

Case Burger Stewart Douglas Brennan

1-1437 + + + -
1-2765 + + + -
2- 629 + + -
2-3763 + * -
3-1668 + - -

Scale
Position 5 3 2 0

Positive votes are indicated by the symbol (+) while (-)

reflects negative votes on the issue, An asterisk denotes
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that the Justice did not participate in the vote, A blank

space designates that the Justice was not a member of the

Court at the time of the decision. The scale position

refers to the point where his positive consistency is

terminated,

In the above example, it is demonstrated that Justice

Burger was constantly in favor of the issue at hand while

Brennan always votes against the issue, Justices Stewart

and Douglas reflect similar attitudes to Burger and Brennan,

respectively.

How Issues Influence Bloc Formations

The first series of cases under investigation involve

asserted violations of the right against self-incrimination,

The Fifth Amendment declares: "No person . . . shall be

compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against

himself," During the four year period, some twenty non-

unanimous decisions responded to this issue,

As can be seen from Table XXV, the Court is quite

divided on the self-incrimination claims of criminal

defendants. 1  Justice Douglas votes for the criminal

defendant in every case but one, Justice arshall cast a

negative vote twice and Brennan voted against the defendant

on five occasions. On the other end of the scale, Justice

Rehnquist never is in favor of the claim of a violation of

the Fifth Amendment, Burger and Blackmun vote for the
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defendant in only one case. Powell, White and Harlan are

positive in but two cases with Stewart positive in an addi-

tional third instance, Justice Black gives the claim

credence approximately half of the time, The Fifth Amend-

ment cases thus appear to be very scalable since they

demonstrate a CR rating of .96.

The Fourth Amendment provides the issue for the next

scaling of the Court as found in Table XXVI.12  The

Constitution proclaims "the right of the people to be

secure in their persons, houses, papers and effects, against

unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated."

The cases that raise possible invasions of this right also

bring substantial disagreement to the Court; most often

these cases surround the claim that evidence used in a

criminal prosecution was obtained illegally. Three of the

Justices, Burger, Black and Rehnquist, never accept these

claims. Blackmun and Powell vote for the defendant once

while White is in favor four times, On the other side of

the scale is Harlan who in his eight votes never denied

the claim. Douglas voted negative once, Marshall four

times, and Brennan five times, Stewart voted positively

nine times and negatively just as often. Even so, the

issue again proves highly scalable with a CR of .97,

The Fourteenth Amendment provides further protection

from the State's encroachment on individual freedoms.

Section One contains the primary issues to be tested here,
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The paragraph reads that "nor shall any State deprive any

person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of

law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the

equal protection of the laws," The key phrases that have

been challenged repeatedly for judicial interpretation are

"due process" and "equal protection." During this period

of time, ten nonunanimous verdicts of the Court concerned

these terms.

The divisions on the Court were readily visible on the

first of these issues but without as many extreme variations

as Table XXVII demonstrates 3 Douglas voted in favor of

the claimant in every case; Marshall was in favor eight

times; Brennan and Stewart were positive ig seven. White

voted affirmative in six, Blackmun in five, Powell in four

and Burger in three instances. Only Rehnquist, Black and

Harlan were never in favor of the claims, though the latter

two participated in only two cases. In short, the Four-

teenth Amendment scale for this issue yielded a perfect

CR rating of 1.00.

Table XXVIII includes data on the violations that

involved race relations being grouped separately from the

other equal protection violations.1 Here, the fact that

the violation is based on race does not significantly

enhance the chances of the defendant; the converse appears

more likely. Douglas finds for the defendant in every case

while Marshall and Brennan dissent in only one. Reducing
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their support for the Fourteenth Amendment claims were

Stewart, White and Blackmun with only six positive votes

between them. Rehnquist and Harlan never support the

claim, The CR rating for this issue is .97,

Administrative regulations control many aspects of

government action, including the armed forces and welfare

programs. In both of these arenas the divisions on the

Court are visible and similar. Most of the armed services

administrative rules concern the procurement of personnel,

Table XXIX shows that Burger, Powell and Rehnquist always

support the administrative guidelines.15 White and Blackmun

dissent in only one case each. The other side of the scale

does not show extreme variation that is common on the other

issues or total dissent from the regulation. Douglas

supports the regulations in three of the eleven cases with

Brennan and Marshall voting for five of the guidelines ,

These votes are not always consistent and therefore reduce

the CR to #93,

Table XXX demonstrates that welfare regulations show

much more consistency in the Justice's voting patterns.16

Brennan and Marshall always support the welfare recipient

and Douglas is negative in only one case. Observing

different attitudes on the issue were Burger, Black and

Rehnquist who never were in favor of the welfare clients.

Powell and Blackmun voted affirmatively in only one case

each, Stewart, Harlan and White east their votes more
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evenly between the welfare clients and the administrative

regulations* The issue proves to be very scalable with a

.99 CR rating,

The final issue involves economic regulation, Table

XXXI.17  The only aspect of economic regulation that

offered enough cases to construct a scale was the enforce-

ment of the Sherman and Clayton Acts, Nine anti-trust

cases were left after unanimous decisions were eliminated,

Douglas and Brennan voted in favor of enforcement each case

but one; for Marshall it was two. Powell, while voting in

only four cases, supported enforcement each time; White

was positive in all but three of his decisions.

The disagreement was not as sharp as on other issues,

Rehnquist supported the anti-trust statutes once, Blackmun

twice, and Burger three times. Harlan voted in only two

cases and Black in one, making it difficult to place them

on the scale. The result of this inconsistency is a rating

too low to classify the issue as scalable; the CR is .86,

Summary

In all of the areas of content except one the Court

has voted in such a manner that its decisions are scalable,

and therefore represent consistent attitudes on the part of

the Justices, It is also evident that the voting blocs

identified in Chapter II are at least partially explainable

by the attitudes of the Justices toward the issues that

confront them* Since only 97 cases were included in the
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cumulative scaling, and since these are more likely to

contain clear cut issues, they are not considered to be

typical of all litigation presented to the Court. But it

is true that these cases constitute over one-third of the

nonunanimous decisions rendered by the Court over the four

years so the data has some significance.

In his examination of the Roosevelt Court, C. Herman

Pritchett confirmed the correlation between voting and

attitudes. "However, if this difference is sufficient to

cause the two Justices to vote differently in a judicial

decision, then a divergence in judicial attitudes has been

demonstrated which is a significant clue as to their attach-

ments to the particular value involved."18 The same can be

claimed of the Nixon Court.

On every one of the issues, Brennan, Marshall and

Douglas are found to have similar attitudes, The three are

frequently joined by Stewart and Black, and occasionally by

Harlan. The other bloc is equally apparent. Burger,

Blackmun and Rehnquist are together with Powell and White

often joining. These groupings conform to the previously

isolated bloc formations. The connection of the middlemen

on the Court, for instance Stewart or White, is determined

by the frequency with which certain eases are part of the

caseload of the Court. This was well summarized by Herman

Pritchett, "The fundamental division on the Roosevelt

Court, though expressing itself in new kinds of issues,
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and badly complicated by the presence of competing values,

appears still to be between conflicting systems of pref-

erences on matters of social and economic policy.4"

The associations made by the Justices on the Court

for the four years of investigation appear to be substan-

tially related to the common attitudes possessed by the

Court members. Implications of this data will be found in

the subsequent chapter.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

John Wilson and Carroll Arnold suggest that the

persuader be aware of the decision maker's preferences,

understandings and interests. That suggestion provided the

basis for this study's application of particular small group

research techniques to the Supreme Court, The interpersonal

structure of the Court is seen through the joint partici-

pation of the Justices in the majority and in dissent, The

identification of voting blocs was provided in Chapter II,

Based on all nonunanimous decisions of the Court terms from

1969 through 1972, it is evident that certain members of the

Court consistently vote together whether in the majority or

in dissent. Justices Brennan, Marshall and Douglas were in

close proximity to each other for each term and the degree

of the relationship was stable for the four years. Justices

Black, White and Stewart were, for various periods of time,

in association with the liberal bloc.

Another bloc formed around the Chief Justice and was

strengthened by the added appointees to the Court. Justices

Harlan and Stewart joined with Burger for the first term and

were later replaced by Blackmun, Powell and Rehnquist. The

average interagreement for this group was also rather

stable.

8?
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The total interagreement or cohesion of the Court was

calculated and found to be approximately 55 percent,

Possibly this figure permits a conclusion that overestimates

the cohesion of the Court. Every body of more than two

participants who must choose between two alternatives has

a minimum possible cohesion greater than zero since at least

two members are forced to make the same choice, A group of

three members has three possible pairs if two members always

vote opposite from the third; that group's cohesion would

be the average of the two pairs with zero cohesion and one

pair with 100 percent cohesion, The resulting minimum

cohesion rating would be 33 percent. For a group of nine

members, the minimum cohesion index would be 44 percent.

Thus the 55 percent interagreement that the Court has

maintained is not that far above the minimum.

One finding of interest is that as the Court's cohesion

decreases, the bloc cohesion tends to increase. For the

1972 term, overall Court cohesion was reduced yet the cohe-

siveness of both the blocs increased in the marginal cases,

This finding is true of the liberal group during each of the

four sessions investigated while only one of the three con-

servative blocs reacted similarly. The fourth such bloc was

distorted due to the partial participation of Powell and

Rehnquist in the 1971 term.

The Supreme Court is seen to be a typical group,

subject to the demands for conformity of opinion or action.
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These demands reduce the expected amount of single dissents

by the Justices and may well explain the low cohesion of the

Court as the jurists try to persuade their colleagues to

joint them in dissent, Further study comparing the fre-

quency of solo and four-justice dissents over an extended

period of time would appear warranted.

The application of bloc analysis was rewarding in that

it provided vast sums of information by which to evaluate

the voting patterns of the Justices. The calculation of the

various indices was extremely time-consuming and the use of

a computer would be strongly s aggested for similar studies,

Overall, however, the methods tilized in Chapter II appear

appropriate for the purposes of analysis,

One of the possible explanations for some of the

patterns of voting behavior is the great amount of turnover

on the Court, Four of the nine members have been added

during the last four complete terms. Personnel change has

been shown to have a significant impact on the other types

of small groups and the implication of questions raised by

Glendon Schubert is that they also influence the decision

making by the Supreme Court,

The impact of personnel change is felt not only in the

interpersonal structure of the Court but also on the appli-

cation of bloc analysis. The partial participation of new

Justices made inferences from the scant amount of data

difficult, especially so in th2 case of Powell and his
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associate, Rehnquist. Fewer methodological disturbances

occurred during the final term of the study as compared to

previous terms.

The information produced through bloc analysis did

confirm that a number of expectations about the conduct of

new members were unfounded, Rather than remain aloof from

bloc competition, new Justices tended to be much more

cohesive members of the blocs than the existing members.

Additionally, it was shown that rather than refraining from

challenging their more senior members by dissenting from

those opinions, the newcomers dissented more often than the

more experienced jurists. Whether these same results would

be reproducible in laboratory judging panels or in other

task-oriented groups is a question further research and

studies might answer, The voting patterns of the Justices

who entered the Court together, Powell and Rehnquist, could

be pursued to see how later records compare to their initial

closeness on the Court,

Chapter IV attempted to determine to what extent the

common voting patterns of Justices were a result of common

values, A cumulative attitude scale engineered by Louis

Guttman was employed to measure the responses of Justices to

cases containing particular issues, The Guttman scale

distinguishes not only which Justices appear most sympa-

thetic to different claims but also might allow a litigant

to see in what form the issue should be brought to the
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Supreme Court if it is to receive support from a majority of

the Justices.

The Guttman application to the Court for this period in

time proved many issues were highly scalable. When the

First, Fourth, Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments were raised

as claims, the responses of the Court members were very

consistent, containing few deviations. In addition, it was

visible that the Justices possessing similar attitudes on

these one-third of the nonunanimous cases also were found in

proximity to each other when all cases are considered. It

is likely then that it is not solely issues of civil liberty

that influence the voting of the Court in cases not con-

taining that type of stimuli.

It is indeed probable that the relationship between the

issues and the joint voting patterns is circular. Certainly

two Justices are more likely to vote together if they have

common values; the common support of each other's opinions

may only reenforce the effect of the values. The Justice

may manifest slightly different values to indicate a close-

ness to another Justice,

The study of decision making on the Supreme Court is

complicated and inexact due to the inability to venture

beyond the curtain that separates the private discussion of

the Court from public view. Much of the information can

only raise further questions that cannot be answered without

observing the Court In action and personally questioning the
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participants. Since this is not a tenable option, possibly

the environment surrounding the Court could be replicated

with others playing the roles of the Justices., If members

of the legal profession could be used, the project would be

ever so much more valuable. Similar past efforts, like the

Chicago jury project of Kalven and Zeisel, have provided a

wealth of information about the inner workings of bodies

deciding the application of the law.t

The information contained in this thesis, especially

that of Justice response to issues provided in Chapter IV,

should provide insight to those who must argue before the

Court, The body of information concerning audience analysis

and responses to motive appeals becomes more current and

more beneficial with each new release of findings. More and

more, communication experts, sociologists, psychologists are

adding to these concepts, making each year's prospective

persuader better equipped to make his wishes known and

acceptable to his particular audience, This thesis should

provide some insights into the makeup of this particular

nine-man audience, allowing future lawyers to make their

appeals even more effective.

The application of small group methods has demonstrated

many of the interpersonal preferences, understandings and

attitudes of the members of the Supreme Court. This infor-

mation may be additionally influential into societal changes

and informational as to the reasons for those changes,
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APPENDIX

TABLE I

1969 INDEX OF INTERAGREEMENT

0 Hlift a + 31es 0 k4 $4
$4044 V0 0It, tto

Black 51* 43 52 51 42 44 48
Douglas 64 63 4 48 43 30
Brennan 87 73 55 55 39
Marshall 73 66 58 4
White 65 59 56
Harlan 69 75
Stewart 73

Above figures are pereeentages

TABLE II

1969 DISSENT IN SPLIT DECISIONS

Bo04J 0Hto0,0$ as $4

0 0

Brennan 7* 3 1 1 0 2 0
Douglas 3 4 8 1 4 2
Marshall 0 0 0 0 0White 3 2 2 5
Black 1 5 8
Harlan 6 8
Stewart 12

* Number of times Justices voted together
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TABLE III

1969 MAJORITY PARTICIPATION IN SPLIT DECISIONS

HW
0 0 0 $4$$

Black 20* 25 23 25 22 19 19
Douglas 28 28 23 21 19 14
Marshall 38 35 31 27 21
Brennan 36 30 28 22
White 33 29 26
Harlan 31 31
Stewart 28

* Number of times Justices voted together

TABLE IV

1969 INTERAGREEMENT TN MARGINAL DECISIONS

Marshall 18 14 14 10 6 3
Douglas 11 11 7 6 4
White 13 12 8 11
Black to 11 11
Harlan 11 16
Stewart 17

* Number of times Justices voted Together
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TABLE V

1969 DISSENT IN MARGINAL DECISIONS

0 906C $4 S4
A e m (D0 b0

$4 4-0)$$4 H o 0

Douglas 5* 3 1 1 1 3 3
Brennan 3 1 1 0 2 0
Marshall 0 0 0 0 0
White 1 2 2 5
Black 1 4 5
Harlan 6 9
Stewart 12

rrl mesi h of tbme Justies votedftogetheF~

TABLE VI

1969 MAJORITY
PARTICIPATION IN MARGINAL DECISIONS

H Oe M 0 0e
ho

0" 9$ 0 $ 0 $4
$4 0H H 0 Z

Marshall 17* 15 14 14 10 6 3
Brennan 14 13 13 8 6 2
Douglas 10 10 7 6 i
White 12 9 7 6
Black 10 6 6
Harlan 5 7
Stewart 5

*-N er offtim meesJ stius voted~togethe
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TABLE VII

1970 INDEX OF INTERAGREEMENT

Douglas 70* 63 47 310 25 35 30 21
Brennan ?9 58 44 33 58 43 44
Marshall 58 55 50 53 50 39
Black 53 53 50 64 56
Harlan 67 62 68 69
Stewart 65 76 69
White 80 78
Burger 91

* Above figures are percentages

TABLE VIII

1970 DISSENT IN SPLIT DECISIONS

g40 $4

Marshall 11 8 5 2 1
Black 4 2 1 5 Harlan 5 4 7 4
Stewart 3 5 6
White 9 8
Blackmun 13
* Number of times Justices voted together
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TABLE IX

1970 MAJORITY PARTICIPATION IN SPLIT DECISIONS

real $4
4 94

0 $4 0 $4 4) 'r4 0 ||| ill

Douglas 22* 21 19 16 14 16 20 12
Brennan 35 31 29 22 34 34 29Marshall 31 33 32 34 33 26Black 36 47 37 3 35
H arlan 4 42 48 43Stewart 43 52 43White 53 50Burger 58

Numberof times Justices voted together

TABLE X

1970 INTERAGREEMENT IN MARGINAL DECISIONS

$4 $
0 $4 0 t

$440 H

Douglas 26 24 18 12 6 8 4 2
Brennan 26 17 12 8 8 3 4
Marshall 15 9 11 11 4 4
Black 11 11 11 14 11
White 14 13 21 19
Stewart 20 17 19Harlan 20 20
Burger 27

* Number of times Justices voted together
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TABLE XI

1970 DISSENT IN MARGINAL DECISIONS

Co 4
00 t4

0 eel ;4 0 k
$ 0 H g 0:3

Marshall 16* 14 8 5 4 3 2 0
Brennan 16 9 7 3 2 2 0
Douglas 10 7 3 1 1 1
Black 3 2 1 3 3White 3 2 7 6
Harlan 3 6 4
Stewart 4 4
Blackmun 9

Number of times Justices voted together

TABLE XII

1970 MAJORITY
PARTICIPATION IN MARGINAL DECISIONS

H ;4

Douglas 10' 10 8 5 5 5 3 1Brennan 10 8 6 5 5 3 2Marshall 7 8 7 4 4 2
Black 10 9 8 11 8
Stewart 17 12 13 15
Harlan 10 16 14
White 15 12Burger 18

Number of times Justices voted together
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TABLE XIII

1971 PERCENTAGE OF INTERAGREEMENT

Douglas 70* 68 51 33 18 19 15 21
Brennan 74 66 55 40 36 31 26
Marshall 68 53 40 26 24 21
Stewart 68 61 56 54 57
White 77 67 66 63
Blackmun 81 81 76
Rehnquist 86 88
Burger 98

* Above figures are percentages

TABLE XIV

1971 DISSENT IN SPLIT DECISIONS

$4 H 4$

Douglas 27* 26 10 4 2 1 1 1
Brennan 20 10 6 4 2 2 2
Marshall 8 2 1 0 0 0
Stewart 0 1 0 1 1
White 5 4 0 0
Blackmun 13 5 5
Rehnquist 7 9
Burger 8

* Number of times Justices voted together
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TABLE XV

1971 MAJORITY PARTICIPATION IN SPLIT DECISIONS

44

$4 0 0 4:, H

Douglas 24* 25 ** ** 28 21 11 10
Brennan 27 30 30 20 21
Marshall 34 29 24 25
Rehnquist
Powell
Stewart 42 47 42
White45 46
Blackmun 48

Number of times Justices voted together
**Insufficient participation to evaluate data

TABLE XVI

1971 INTERAGREEMENT IN MARGINAL DECISIONS

CgO $4l$4

Vttk
$4 44$H 0

$4 0 4C4C A4

Douglas 25* 22 20 10 4 2 2 2
Brennan 22 17 10 6 4 2 2
Marshall 22 11 7 5 1 1
Stewart 10 8 7 3 3
White 21 19 8 8
Blackmun 23 12 12
Burger 16 16
Rehnquist 17

* Number of times Justices voted together
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TABLE XVII

1971 DISSENT IN MARGINAL DECISIONS

H 4>1

$44fH

Douglas 15* 12 10 3 2 1 1 1
Brennan 12 9 3 3 2 2 2
Marshall 9 1 1 0 0 0
Stewart 0 1 0 1 1
White 5 4 0 0
Blackmun 8 4 4
Burger 6 6
Rehnquist 7

* Number of times Justices voted together

TABLE XVIII

1971 MAJORITY
PARTICIPATION IN MARGINAL DECISIONS

$4

0h0 $4
(d 4;130 a' 0

Douglas 8*10 10 7 2 1 1 1
Brennan 10 8 7 3 2 0 0
Marshall 13 10 6 5 1 1
Stewart 10 7 7 2 2
White 16 15 8 8
Blackmun 15 8 8
Burger 10 10
Rehnquist 10

Number of times Justices voted together
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TABLE XIX

1972 INDEX OF INTERAGREEMENT

0 $4 H 0 $4

$4 Ud $4 e *A
$4 cr3 P' 0 H 0 IM :R o P4(0

Douglas 66* 67 55 38 40 35 36 21
Brennan 87 63 51 55 46 51 30
Marshall 63 53 51 44 46 27
Stewart 69 62 55 55 50
Powell 75 78 72 71
Blackmun 84 78 75
Burger 75 76
White 72

Above figures are percentages

TABLE XX

1972 DISSENT IN SPLIT DECISIONS

H $4 $4

0 40O 0 $4

$4 d000 P3

Brennan 27* 27 13 2 2 1 0 1
Marshall 26 14 1 1 3 0 0
Douglas 19 4 3 4 4 4
Stewart 2 1 4 2 6
Blackmun 4 0 6 5White 1 4 9
Powell 4 7
Burger 12

Number of times Justices voted together
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TABLE XXI

1972 MAJORITY PARTICIPATION IN SPLIT DECISIONS

Douglas
Marshall
Brennan
Stewart
Powell,
Blackmun
Burger
White

29* 31 29 28 31 26 28 14
46 39 39 42 37 36 23

41 41 45 39 41 25
53 52 46 46 37

62 61 58 51
67 61 52

61 54
53

* Number of times Justices voted togethit

TABLE XXII

1972 INTERAGREEMENT IN MARGINAL DECISIONS

Douglas 18* 17 16 6 3 2 1
Marshall 17 17 7 2 1 2
Brennan 11 4 10 6 2 3
Stewart 7 4 4 6 4
Powell 13 12 15 16
White 17 16 17
Blackmun 18 17
Burger 20

* Number of times Justices voted together

- J-n---:-1 *,a :,. .*-rnu
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TABLE XXIII

1972 DISSENT IN MARGINAL DECISIONS

H e

0 0 $4 lH

0 
$4 

4 at

w"4

ED
H

Douglas 15* 14 13 4 2 3 2 1
Marshall 12 12 3 1 1 0 0
Brennan 7 1 5 3 0 0
Stewart 2 0 1 1 0
Powell 0 1 2 2
White 3 2 2
Blackmun 4
Burger

Number of times Justiees voted together

TABLE XXIV

1972 MAJORITY
PARTICIPATION IN MARGINAL DECISIONS

$4 0

Douglas 3* 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Marshall 5 5 4 3 1 1
Brennan 4 3 5 3 2
Stewart 5 4 3 5
Powell 13 11 13 14
White 14 14 15
Blackmun 14 14
Burger 16

Number-of times j tistEgT e V

----- ---------- -
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TABLE XXV

SELF INCRIMINATION CLAIMS

r-4

0 0f0re dH
bO , (0+J 0 o
z k 4 H ' 0 0 540 HH4 co0

+ + +
+ + +
+ + + +
+ + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + +
+ + + -
+ + - -

+ + +
+ + +
+ + *
+ + *
+ + -
+ - - +
+ + -
+ - - +
- * + -

++

+
+

da. a

-0 o

+ +
+ +

* a

a. a.

a

-g

*Am

-

+ + so

a. a.

a. - a.

a. .. *
a. a. *

a. .. .

a. ow

o- - *

.. .

V^
vi
AN

3-1038
2-1891
1tw1041
2-21?4
1-1535
1-643
1- 210
2 619
0-1458
1-1122
2-1056
1-1723
2-1670
2-1653
3-0611
0-0355
2-1551
1-1160
0-1930

Scale
Position 18 15 12 7 4 3 2 2 1 1 0
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TABLE XXVI

SEARCH AND SEIZURE CLAIMS

HA N W 0 g m .4 0101

a e to 4-1 o e
to C:r: 4 f9 H C 4:

9 H +) + + + +W o
3-03 0 +C 0 + + H 0 0 H

o-Z-Q-E impCNo 1 $Z WeqtOm

031969 + + + + + a+a

1-1031 + + a + + + + a a

1-1999 + + + + + + - a a

3-2535 + + + + + a a a -
22357 + + + + a + a
1-2022 + + + + + a a a a

2-1620 + + + + a aa-a

3-2523 + + + +- AMAma4a
32W6789 + + + +
1 *2 075 + + + + a a aa a

2*1921 + + +- a a aa

3 42041 + + + Owa m a *a ao a0a

1001106 + * + oa 0a a aNaw

1-1148 + * + - a 4- *Aa a

3-2000 + - + a a a a -aOa
3- 764 + + - aM a Oa-"a

3-2796 + aa - aa
0-1975 + - a A - a * a a

Scale
Position 18 17 14 12 9 4 2 0 0 0 0
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TABLE XXVII

FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT CLAIMS

aW-1-0-01.ON

Sr-4
) a $4 4) 4 .r; 0 & $4 x 0 $

o Q a (xm9. P a oga

2-1400 + + + + + + + + -
3-1765 + + + + + + + +
3-2842 + + + + + + + + -
2-1029 + + + + + + * - *
3-2851 + + + + + + + -
2-1208 + + + + + - * - *
2-1983 + + + + - - * - *
2-2701 + + - - - - *
0-1409 + - - -
1- 746 + - - - - -ow a

Scale
Position 10 8 7 7 6 5 5 3 0 0 0
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TABLE XXVIII

RACE RELATIONS CLAIMS

o * f * A &e A a oj
0 0t$4o00

oo

3-2686 + + + * + + + +*
0- 400 + + + - + + - - a

2-2196 + + + + + O 0 0 -
1-1940 + + + + a a m - .
1-1331 * + + - - -O + -
2-1963 + + + a a - a a

0- 628 + + * 4 a -w

3-2591 + + * - - a a aa
0- 518 + a a a - a a a

Scale
Position 9 8 6 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0
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TABLE XXIX

ARMED SERVICES REGULATIONS

0 43 H g*ri
H (U ,c H X $4

4-1 ((Ura 0 oEO z 0% 3 C 0 k

+ + + +
+ - + + *
- + + + *
+ + + - +
+ + - + -
+ - + + -
- + + + -
- + - - -
+ - - - -

+ - - - -
+ - - - -

+ - -
+ + -
+ + -

+ - - -

- * * -

- i -

- - a a

-- - -

- - a -

- a a a

a a - a

a)

U
C)

0- 858
0-1792
0-2117
2-1693
2-1062
11319
3-2926
3-2927
1-1565
1- 828
1- 602

Scale
Position 11 8 7 7 4 3 3 0 0 0 0

ILLLR*JJIJJLLUftIrL JF - -. _-- -. *__:_____w__- - -1

U L - -- - "---- W

ISM IN, WMI 1 14 11 p! W IN INKS VAVAMKWI6 WIM 11 ow
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TABLE XXX

WELFARE REGULATIONS

r-404)) c M 0

00C$4403100z0 / P) 9

+ + + + + +

+ + + + + +
+ + + + + +
+ + + + + -
+ + + + + -
+ + + + + -
+ + + - + -

+ + + - - -

+ + + - - -

+ + - -

+ --
- a

o - -

- -0

- a -

- - -

- -

3-2821
0-1207
0-12 82
3-2832
0-1011
0-1026
2 -1 724
1-1153
Q- 881
3-250?

Sogme
Position 10 10 9 6 6 4 1 1 0 0 0
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TABLE XXXI

ANTI TRUST VIOLATIONS

(d)

:% 4 o4 4 C D

0 0$ $4 *r 5 z $ v04 0 0I$44.
0 $4 0A4C 0 ,H H 4) 0o

o-2035 + + + + - * + * -
3-1096 + * + + * + + -Ok

3-1647 + + * + + - - + +
3- 408 - + + + + + + -
3 861 + + + + + + - - -

3- 573 + - + - + - - + -
1-1752 + + - + - * * -

2-2099 + + + - * - --
2- 885 + + - a * - - - *

Scale
Position 9 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 0 0 0

0
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